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ALPHA RADIOACTIVITY OF 1l1JCLIDES HITH; .ATONIC Nln>ffiEJl.S LESS THAN 83 

John Oscar RasmUssen, Jr. 
Radiatton Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

In a survey for alpha activity among cyclotron~produ-::ed neutron-deficient 

nuclides of the elements below lead alpha activity was detected in a number 

of rare earth nuclides with atomic number greater than 62, that of samarium, 

and in a gold and a mercury nuclide. A detailed study of the alpha-active 

nuclides of europium,·gadolinium~ terbium, and dysprosium was made. 

The tren ds of the rare earth alpha decay energies are discussed, 

particularly with relation to the abnormally decreased neutron binding 

energies just beyond the closed shell of 82 neutrons. 

The relationship betvreen alpha decay rates and energies in the rare 

earth region is examinede Experimental values of alpha decay energies are 

used to calculate predicted values of the rare earth alpha decay rates by 

extrapolation of four different alpha decay rate formulas adjusted to give 

agreement with alpha decay rate data of even-even type nuclides in the 

heavy element region. These predicted values are compared with the 

experimental. values, and the problem of the determination of the "effective 

nuclear radius for alpha particles" discussed .. 

A brief review of various alpha decay rate treatments is madeo 

A semi=empirical correlation of alpha decay rate data of even-even type 

nuclides of the heavy elements is carried out using a formula for the 

effective nuclear radius based on experimental alpha particle bombardment 

cross sections., Finally, a new many-body type alpha decay rate formula, 

relating decay rate to nuclear level spacing, is derived and discussed. 
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ALPHA RADIOACTIVITY OF 1JUCLJDES ~·riTH ATOHIC N1H.IBFil.S IE:3S THAN 83 

John Oscar Rasmussen, cTr. 
Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
University of C0liforn1a, Berkeley, California 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Radioactive decay by· emission of alpha. pa:.rtj_c les is a common\'{ 

observed mode of decay in the isotopes, both :natural a.nd e.rti.fidal, 

of the elements of ato:rnic number greater than 82, th2.t of' lesd. · Hov.rever, 

vJi th the lone exception of the alpha emj_ tting isotope of na.turP.l SG.rnarimn 

(z 62) d . d b H d }J bl1 . 1°~~ 1 h d . . . . ~ ..... , J.Scovere. .Jy evesy an_ a . 1n ;,-.5j, a p .a ecay ln J.sot.oDes 

of elements belovr bismuth ( Z == 8 3) had not been reported prior to J 9L:-9. 2 

At va.rious tlmes the problem of alpha ste1:;iJ.i..ty in these Hghter element.s 

has been considerede 3 It had been noted from obsenration of the generAl 

slope of the exper:i..me:rrbll mass defect curve that most isotopes of :mass 

number greater the.n about 150 are energetice.lly unstable to1.-.r~n~~1 a.l.pha 

decay. The fact that· alpha. decay· had not been observed (excepting in 

S8ma.rium) in the naturally occurring isotopes of i:.he medium heavy elerumts 

could be adequately explained by the quantum mechanical consider.'l U.on. of 

the rate of penetration ·of the coulomhi.c potential barrier by escaping 

alpha pa.rticles. The decay rate formulas developed by Gamow4 a.nd by Gurney 

and Condon5 and verified by comparison 1.-1i th experimental alpha dec9.y cbt.a 

in the heavy elements sho"'Ted the alpha decay ra t.e to be a very sensitive 

exponential function of decay energy. Thus, the natur.3.1ly occurring· iso-

topes of medium heavy elements might be unstable tm,•ard alpha decay by 

energies up to about 2 Hev e.nd still have unobservably long alpha decay 

half-lives (greater than ~1016 years). 
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Kohman6 has made an analysis of the binding energies for alpha 

particles in medium heavy elements~ based on the semi -empirical ma'ss 
7 . 

equation of Bohr and Wheeler and the experimental mass defect curve., On 

this basis Kohman has predicted for the medium heav7 elements that those 

nuclides sufficiently far to the neutron~deficient side of the beta 

stability region might exhibit observable~lpha decay. The mass defect 

curv~e is ~ot well enough kno~T. in the regions of interest to make very 

exac't predictions., A semi empirical formula for alpha decay energy 

·developed by Feenberg,8 taking into .account the finite compressibility 

of nuclear matter~ leads to the same general conclusions., 

Studies9 of the systematics of alpha decay energy among the heavy 

elements have sho~m that~· in accordance with th£ above mentioned theoretical 

predictions~ for a series of isotopes (constant Z) the natural trend of 

alpha decay energy is to increase as the number of neutrons is decreased, 

except for a large discontinuity at the closed.shell of 126 neutrons. 

\;bile alpha decAy energy generally increases with decreasing neutron 

number, the energy available for orbital electron captilre or positron 

decay also generally increases(aside from fluctuations due to nuclear shell 

effects) a11d, consequently, half=lives for both modes of decay decreasee 

vJ.he"thor or not by the removal of neutrons in the medium heavy elements 

alpha emission would become an important mode of decay before the half-lives 

became inconveniently short for detecHon had to be tested by experiments .. · 

The production of such highly neutron-deficient isotopes became ~easi~ 

ble with the comple.tion of the 184~inch cyclotron at Berkeley, for it was 

sho'WillO.that the highly excited compound nuclei formed by bombardment of 
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heavy and medium heavy elements with 200 to 400 Mev alpha particles, deuterons, 

or protons dissipat.ed much of this exci ta.tion energy by the evaporation of 

the small nuclear particles,- predominantly neutrons. Thus, fair yields of 

(d,xn), (p,xn), or (a,xn) r~actions w'i th x rang~ng from one to tv.relve or more 
\ 

could be reasonably expected at high bombarding energies. The competition 

of the fission reaction with neutron evaporation was expected to be much 

less serious in medium heavy than in heav/ elements.11 

It, therefore, seemed ,.rorth l-Ihile to initiate a survey in which targets 

of various medium heavy elements would be subjected to high energy particle 

bombardments and then examined for alpha radioactivity. 

Iri 1949 Thompson and co-workers2 reported some positive results of 

this survey, the discovery of alpha radioactivity in neutron deficient iso-

topes of gold and mercury and in isotopes of the rare earth elements con-

taining a few more than 82 neutrons. 

The present paper is concerned with the detailed study of the alpha 

radioactive isotopes discovered in the survey, particularly in the heavy 

rare earth region$ Also, several hitherto unreported alpha-active isotopes 

in the rare earth region are reported. 

It may be "~>JOrth mentioning at this point that with similar short, 

survey-type bombardments with 200 Mev protons on tungsten, tantalum, silver, 

palladium, samarium oXide, and tellurium (Te122 ) oxide12 it was not possible 

with the techniques employed here to detect induced alpha radioactivity other 

than that ascribable to heavy element contamination. The significance of 

these negative results is only qualitative; faster, more sensitive techniques 

may eventually uncover induced alpha activity in the regions where initially 
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neg11tive results were obtained, In particular»'the prospect of obtAining 

bombardments of good intensity Hith 100 Mev carbon ions in tbe Berkeley 

60-inch cyclotronl3 has renewed interest in repeating by this neH me~ms the 

survoy for a.lphe. radioactiVity in these regions. Through carbon ion bom

i:;r-;.rd.ments of neodymium oxide it has been sho\lrn that the highly neutron

defici.ent isotopes exhibiting alpha activity can be produced "\.Ji.thout producing 

large. amounts of less neutron-deficient isotopes, v!hose bet.a-garrnr,a rsdiations 

make the ser.<.rch for small amounts of alpha activity more dif~icult; larger 

amounts of the undesired slightly neutron-deficient isotof1es, ,.~hieh a.dd to 

the beta-ga~.a background, are inevitably prociuced by high 'energy borrbardments 

1·d. th the conventional bombardment particles (Hl, H2 , He 4 ). 

IIe EXPERIMENTAL 1'1ETHODS 

A~ Production of Alpha Active Isotopes 

For the production of the alpha active isotopes to be investigeted 

t.h:ree particle accelerators at the Universit;v of Cnlifornia R~diation 

Lnbon·~tory have been used: , the 18L,..-inch cyclotron, the 60-in.ch cyclotron, 

s.nd the 32 Hev proton linear accelerator., 

Rare earth elements wer·e bombarded a.s the powdered oxides e Nnterials 

of the highe~ t. availabl~ chemical puri~y were generally used as target 

mn.terials., Freedom from heavy element impurities ( urani t:m, thorium, bi srnuth, 

an'l lead) vras especially important in experiments on short-lived 'activities 

v1Jr>re rare earth chemical separations were not feasibleo In the 181+-inch 

cyclotron the oxides were generally bombarded .'.rithin envelopes of Oo00~"'25 

j_nch platinum clamped to a probe within the cyclotron tank. The probe 
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could be positioned within the tank to expose the target material to 

bombardment at a radius corresponding to the desired bombardment energy .. 

'\fuere metal foils were bombe.rded in the 184-inch cyclotron, they were clamped 

to target holders at the end of the probe., In the 60-inch cyclotron alpha 

particle, deuteron, or proton bombardments, the rare earth oxides were 

bombarded in the special target assembly developed for the transcurium 

isotope work at this laboratory and described in a recent article py 

Thompson et al. 14 This, water': cooled assembly exposes the target to bombardment 

by the de~lected beam 0~ the 60-inch cyclotronQ The c12 ion bombardments of 

rare earth oxides v1ere made within the vacuum tank, v!i th the oxides'' wrapped 

in envelopes o~ 0 .. 00025-inch tantalum foil, which were in turn clamped to 

a probeo 

B.. Detection of Alpha Activity 

Alpha activity was detected follovdng bombardments by counting samples 

in argon-filled ionization chamber counters adjusted with the aid of an 

oscilloscope such that they would count only the relatively large ionization 

pulses produced by alpha particles and not the "pile-ups 11 due to beta

gamma activity.. Alpha particles of' the energies encountered in this vork 

(2.,9 to 5 .. 7 Mev) rapidly lose energy by ionization in traversal of matter., 

Therefore, it was desir~ble that samples for alpha counting be made as thin 

as possible.. Samples were usually prepared by evaporation of active 

solutions on 5 mil thick platinum disks. The disks \vere heated to red 

heat in a flame to drive off all remainin~ moisture and to destroy 

organic material in order to minimize the self-absorption of alpha activity 
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1~ the samplee Despite the fact that target materials of good purity 

were used, there was often enough alpha aetivity.present from heavy_element 

contamination that it was found desirable.to use as the detection device the 

speaialargon-filled ionization chamber and 48-channel differential pulse 

height analyzer015 By counting the alp~~ ·radioactivity in the pulse analyser 

ion chamber a measurement of the ~lse height was obtainedc The alpha particle 

energy could then be calculated by comparison with the pulse heights produced 

by alpha emitter standards· -of know energy • Since the nuclear coulombic 

potential barrier for alpha particles ia considerably lower for rare earth 

element nuclei than for heavy element nuclei, the alpha particles emitted 

b.1 the rare earth element nnclei have energies less than that of any heavy 

element contamination alpha activities of comparable alpha decay half-lives 

by at least 1 Mevo Thus, from the observation of alpha particle energy and 

the alpha decay half-life of the activity alone 9 an estimate of the atomic 

number of the alpha active nuclide can b~ made with an uncertainty not greater 

than approximately tenc 

For each alpha activitt observed in the medium heavy elements it would 

be desirable to obtain the following informations (1) alpha particle energy, 

(2) half-life of aotiVity0 (3) atomic number or alpha active nuclide (element 

assignment), (4) mass number of nnclidet and (5) other modes of decay, their 

accompanying radiations~ and branching ratios between the decay modes of the 

nnelideo The experfm~~tal methods employed for obtaining such information 

are discussed in kppendix I~ . 

) 
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IIIo EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A number of the alpha emitting nuclides discovered a.mong the neutron= 

deficient nuclides of the medium heavy elements have been studied individually~ 

'Table I lists a number of these alpha emitters with some of their proper-. 

tieso Following the table the experimental results are presented in 

greater detaiL The ±sign with numerical data precedes the estimated 

limits of error, not the probable errore Experimental uncertainties 

in this workgenerally arise from so many sources as t6'render statistical 

evaluation of probe.ble error impractical. Figure 1 shows the section 

of the isotope chart in which the rare earth alpha emitters are situa.tedo 

Ao Europium Isotopes (Z = 63) 

In the first preliminary report2 concerning this investigation it was 

stated that bombardment of samarium (Z = 62) oxide -v:i th 200 Mev protons 

produced no significa.nt amount of alpha activityo This and other early 

proton bombardments of samarium for short periods of time (less than one 

hour), which also gave negative results, indicated that alpha decay is not 

a prominent mode of decay among those neutron-deficient isotopes of 

europium and samarium, whose half-lives are long enough (>3 minutes) to 

have been observed. 

Later it -vras found possible by longer bombardments of samarium targets 

with protons or deuterons to produce enough of one europium isotope, Eul47, 

to observe its alpha decay branchinge Comparable amounts of Eu145, Eu148, 

e.nd Eu149 have not shown detectable alpha activity and are presumed to 

have partial alpha decay half-lives greater by at least a factor of five 



Table I 
Art.ificial Alpha Activities in Elerrents Below Lead 

Ele- AL. ~,iass No. All>.."d l1article Measured. Other rrod.es 
me:g.t No. . eilcr~,r (Mey) hal£.=.1..~-.. -
Eu 53 147 2.88 :!: 0.1 24 d.± 2 I<;c 

Gd 64 148 3.16 :!: 0.1 . ) 35 y --

149 3.0 ± 0.15 9 d ;t 1 EC 

150 2.7 ± 0.15 (long) --
Tb 65 149 3.95 ± 0.04 4.1 h ± 0.2 EC, pro b. 

no~+ 

65 150 or 3.44 ± o.1 19 h ± 1 --
151 

Dy 66 149 S.A.5.153 4.21 t o.o6 7m;t2 --
66 149 s_A~153 4.o6 ± o.o4 19 rn ± 4 --
66 149 ~)\~.1~3 3.6] :t 0.08 2.3 h:!: 0.2 --

.Au. 79 lBJil\.987 s.o7 :!: o.1 Ll.3 m;!; 0.2 Jlr:,@+ 

F,g 80 A<.l85 5.6o :t o.l 0.7M±O.~:--

,---~ 

•( .. 

lliBnchi;.'lg Par·bia.l e.l}!l:f~ I'TeJJa:rt'ld by 
r•1,-LisL~/tot~ d.P.W:-'\U.Pa,lf-.lifo · 

lo-s - ,o" · · th' s 14...,( · '" s " ""' "'OX.L Jylw1 1n m ' p,n)c. 1>1ev 

--

"'"'7xlo=6 

-= 

--
--

--
--
--
oy'K X-rays 
,....lo-4 

--

factor of 3) Smi~~(d~2n)l9 Me-v 
Srn · (a ,3n) 19 Mev 

""1.4xlo2y{ wi tMn Srr.l47(«. 9 3n) 36 JJiev 
factor of 3) Eul51(p,4n)32 Mev 

N 4xlo3y( within "' 147(or; 2n)~o ~· .::>r.l , , _ _ l .., r~~ev 

factorof 3) 

Eu151(d,3n)19 :Mev 

-- Eu151 (oe ,6n)60 Mev 

Gd(p,:xn)32 - 200 Mev 

-- Gd(p,:xn)100Mev 
Eu 151 ( «. ,:x:n) 60 Mev 

"~a -- Tb.l:.>J(p,:xn)lOO Mev 

-- Tbl59(p~xn)100 Mev 

-- Tbl59(Tl xn)100 Mev 
~.' 

N30d(within Au197(a ,p:xn) 190 J,~ev 
factor of' 4) Pt(p,:xn)l20 Mev 

-- J1.ul97(d,:xn)190 l\(ev 

,, 

i 
1-' 
1\} 
D 
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than that of Eu147• Following bo~bardment of separated isotope 62sml47 

oxide with 8.5 Mev protons and or natural samarium oxide with 19 Mev 

deuterons, there.has been observed a small amcunt of alpha activity which 

decays with about a three week halt-life. 

After these bombardments europium activities were separated from 

the samarium target material by means of the sta.ndard cation exchange 

column elutions described in_Appendi~ 1.3. The eluting agent for the 

83°C separation was pH 3~4.ci1;;re.te :solution.. Low .energy alpha activity · 

was detected, following chemical separation, in -~the europium fraction., 

Energy determination tor.the europium alpha activity was made by 

pulse analysis of a thin vaporized sample. .The pulse analysis curve is 

shovm ~n Figure 2, together "I! th curves for the a.lpha energy standards 

Gdl48 and sml47 taken at about the same time. The alpha particle energy 

for the standard sml47 ( a uniform, vaporized sample or Oak Ridge separated 

sml47 oxide). was taken as 2.18 Mev from the '\orork of Jesse and Sadauskis.16 

The energy for the standard Gdl48 is taken as 3.16 Mev, the determination 

of whid'~ is described in the following section, III B. By linear 

interpolation between the standards the alpha particle energy of this 

europium activity is dete~ned to be 2.88 Mev ~th estimated limits of 

error ± 0.1 Mev. The alpha actiVity peak at 3.16 Mev in the europium 

sample is presumed to .be due to Gdl48, formed by alpha parti~les, contamin

ating th~ 60..;inch cyclotron deuteron beam. The c~tion exchange separation 

does not separate gadolinitun c~pletely from europium under the condi

tions used in·this work~ 

Chemical proof that the 2.88 Mev alpha activity is due to a europium 

nuclide a.nd not to a gadolinium nuclide (which might conceivabJy have 



been produced. by r:~lpha particles in the deuteron or proton bea,ms of the 

60=inch cyclotron) has been made by'subjectinga mixture of a sample 

c.ontsinipg 2.,88 Mev al~ha activity 'and.·. '~d148(3ol6 Mev)- alpha :tracer to 

e:, sodium amalgam reduction separation (Appendix I.,3),. Alpha pulse analysis 

ot~ act.J_·!Ji t.y in the reduced· 'fr13.ction ;a.nd .of .. activity not reduced showed the 

·_predominance of 2o88 t1ev alpha· acMvity in the reduced fraction (europium) 

~md of 3"16 Hev alpha activi·ty in .ttfat not r et'luced- (gadolinium) o 

From the decay curve (Figure 3) for 'the rtot.9.1 count rate 'summed over 

the 2.,.88 Mev pee.k on the pulse analyzer, a-value of :?6 ±·4 days was deduced 

for the hr-df"-life of the activityo The large ·limits of· error on ·the· half-

life deterrnined from this curve a.r:l_se from the sta.ti ·stical uncertainties 

att.end:lng these determinations of sucb ·loH counting rates and the ·fact 

t.ha.t decay· could only be follm-Jed through a decay factor of threee 

A ,s·eneral study of the neutron deficient europinm ·!P'3otopes by Hoff, 

17 . ' Rasmussen 9 and Thompson hes been :rec·ently.made by _,proton and deuteron 

1-:;o:mbardments of isotopically enrir!hed s.'>.I~ ... ':lrium oxide12 targets., The isotope 

Eul,~7 was fcu,..,_d to de:cay predominantly- by. electron ca.pture.vrith a half-life 

of 24 ± 2 .days as det'?.rmined from Geiger-counter decay curves~ None of 

the ·other neutron deficient europium isotopes ,'"ri th :rn..ass numbers bett.reen. 

144 and-150 have half-lives near '2f~;~ays;-, HeY).:~e,-Lt}oe 2.88 Mev alpha. . 

. <:tctivity· ::tn europium must arise from Euf-47c 

Determination of the branchi.ng ratio ·between,alpha decay and electron 

cr:.pture in Eu11 .. 7 is dH'ficult, since the detailed \decay scheme for the · 

electron cB.pture process in Eu1·47 has not been studied yeto . Hence, it 

is not knmm what, to assume for the counting yield of a Geiger::-:l~ue1ler 

•. 
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counter for the re.die:tions accompanyinr,; electron capture decay of' EuM-7. 

In order to make a rou.~th estimate of the a/EC branching ratio :in EulL~? 
··~\ ·. :" :_ i,';, .:~C:_:,;·-··,·.t ::. _.: .. J :~~-;:_1 \ .... • : . :1 • .. 'I. 

the dec::cy of the 24 day a.ctivi ty was followed by ~ount..:i.ng . the same thin 

vaporized sample in the-alpha pulse anr,lyzer and in a windowless methanE'! 

proportional countE-)r (Nucleometerl8) operated at 5 kev. The counHng 

yield. of the Nttcleometer for electrpn capt.lire deca.y is generAlly much 

higher t.h.:,:n that of a conventional :.Geiger counter since the :Nucleomet.er 

counts Atiger and conversion ·electrons ·of low energies whi.ch 'lt:ould be 

stopped by the windou of a Geiger C01l!ltf'.lr·. It was found i.n this' 1 laboratory 
. \ i ~ . " 

fc;r· a. fel•l heaVy element el~ctro:O..Ocapturing nucl~des whose' absolute 

difJ.i:n.tegration rates c;an be calculated by observs.tion of gro"t>rth of their 

. alpha. a.cti ve daughters that the mean counting yield of 30 percent for 

the electron capture process in the· Nucleo~~ter is not greatly in error 

f1;>r any of th(\1 ~XA!llples et/Q.di~d~ 4-I'H'H,tmi~ 30 perG~flt o.ourrtin~ yiel<i for 

the electron capture decay of' E:u147 in the nucleomet,l)r !3-nd. a co't..lnt:i.ng. 

yield. of 1..,.0 }')fl:r•cent .for tha alpha decDy in the alpha pulse F.t.na.lyzert the 

bre.rwhing ra tic wa.s calcula.ted to be roughly a/EC :::: 1 x 10 .. 5. "1:1. th 

this branching rat:i.o the part,ial half•life for alpha decay is about 

6 - 103 "'te..,--:X " ,,,.rl3o It. i.s evident tha.t the· uncertt~.inty of this pr~.rtie.l alpha 

half ... Hfe est:i.l!k'1te is largely due to .the counting yield assumption tor 

ECo It i.s probably reliable within a: factor of .three. 

B~ Gadolinium Isotopes (Z = 64.) 

1, .la.l6 Hev .. Qd.~~~. --After a bombs.rdment of dyspr6sium oxide \!i th 
,.;. ' . 

200 1Jfev protons, a small amount of a long 1i ved, low energy alpha act.i vi ty 
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was found. Subs~quent bombardments showed it to be produced in much 

1ar{~;#r J"ield by 38 Mev alpha particle bombardment of na.tural samarium oxide 

. 12 147 
or, in still greeter yield, of sernariwn enriched in Sm o Also this 

activity was produced in large y_[iteld by 50 Mev.proton bombardment of 

europiwn oxide and in lovr Y~,elr{ 1-d.th 32 Mev protons. 

Bombarded. material containing this activity was subjected to chemical 

separation by standard cation exchange column elutions and by sod:tum· 

amalgam reduction as described, in Appendix I.3. In all these separations 

.the long lived alpha activity remained ~ri th the ge.do~inium fraction. 

The ~lpha particle energy of this long lived gadolinium isotope was 

determined by. pulse analysis and comparison ld. th alpha~emi tting standards 

of kno-vm energy by use of a pu;J.se generator technique discussed in 

Appendix L.lo ·. The en~rgy was determined as 3.156 Hev from the plot . 

in Figure ·12.~ An earlier determination using fe·per standards gave 3.18 
;:. ··. 

Hev o The · val'!le 3.16 ± · 0 o 1 Mev was s.elected, with conserve. ti ve ly large - · . 

error limits selected because the alpha energy standards used wore of 

much higher energy. 

The 3 .. 16 Mev alpha activity is too long Uved for a half-life 

determination by the usual decay methods. A s~~~l sample (~58 alpha 

disintegrations per minute) of this act,i vi ty "ras counted at interve.ls 

during a period of one year in a stande.r.d 2.fi geometry ionizetion chamber 

alpha counter and did not decay detectably (<2 percent). These 1 counting 

data established a lo-vrer limit of 35 years for the half-life. 

The determination of mass number of the gadolinium isotope giving 

rise to this activity ;,~as made on the basis of. the experlment,ally determined 

~ . 
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exci tf.l .. tion functions .for its production by alpha partide bombardment 

of enriched se.martum (sml47) oxide, +2 and by proton bombardment of natural 

europium. The B.lphE:~. particle exci tati~n function, sbm.m in Figure 4, 

'Has determined by bom~a~dment in the 60,.inch cyclotron and the proton 

function by 31 1'1ev proton bomba.rdment in the linear accelerator, using 

the modified stacked. foil technique ?.ascribed in Appendix I.l-v. No 

special collimation to reduce the energy inhomoe;eneity of the alpha 

particle beam \..ras used. In the transfer of bombarded oxides to plat:tnum 

plates for counting, th!-3 oxides were dissolved in 12 .N HCl, pre~h:li tated 

a.s the hydrox:i.des by addition of ammonia gas, ,,rashed with 1rra ter, and 

slurried onto platinum plates for counting. 

The element assignment of' the 3.16 Nev alpha activity to gadolinium 
.1·: . ~ . . .. ~ :.:. -- ·:· • ' •• "!. ' ..... ~ :" ~ • .. - ; • ' ~ ,. • . - . ' 

reduced the mass assignmept problem to that of deciding whether the 

excitation function of Figure 4 with;eaction threshold 28..; 30 Hev is 
. . r 

that of an (a,n), (a,2n), (a,3~) or' (a,4h) reaction. The ch6ice should 

1 
be consistent with the observation in the proton exci ts.tion f>pnction 

~f. about. a 30 .. Hev threshold f~~ the Eu15l(p,xn)Gd152-x ·reaction. Since 
' ' 

statistical theory predicts, !lS bombarding energy is increased, a. very 
. . .. 

gradual OnSet Of reactiOnS in '\.Ihich Several neutrons are evaporated, 
- ' . - ~ . . 

the actual energetic thresholds are probably below tne estimates from 
'., 

Theoret'i.cal estimates of (a,xn) and these insensitive experiments. 

(p,xn) energetic thresholds '\orere made by calculation from masses in the 

atomic mass table of Netropolis and Reitwiesneri9 (ba~ed on a semiempiri-
, ' .. 

cal mass formula of Fermi). T~ble I[ lists these values. 
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Te.b'le II · 

Calculated Reaction Thresholds from Fermi Semiempirical Na.ss Equation 

___ ._,__=·-=-=::o::-:::--.: ===,---=:==-============~==========;====:.: :;:;:==;::=;-:===== 
Threshold 

Reaction (Hev} · ' · ·· · 
==..::.;;;;.=-~----------·------------· --·.- - .... ~--
Sin147 (o:,2n)Gdl49 

(n.,Jn)Gd148 

(a,4n)Gd14·7 
expt. 

Eul5l(p,.3n)Gdl4.9 

. (p,4n)Gdl48 

(p, 5n)Gc11A.7 

expt. 

. 16.9. 

24.5 

'34.0 
-28 - 30 

17.9 

25.5 

34.9 

-30 

. The comparison of the experimental and theoretice.l 'ralues in Table II 

i.ndicate a probab;te mass assignment of the 3.16 Nev alpha. activity to 

Gd11rB, ·although tbe poss:i.bili ty of an assignment to GdlL,? is not too 

imp:robe.ble, .particularly ,,rhen it is realized thet the calculated tb.resholds 

, . .rould be lo\-rered by a decrease in neutron binding energy that might be 

expected for several neutrons beyond the closed shell at 82 (~f •. Harvei20). 
. : . 

The. mB.ss. assignment to 148 rather t,han to 147 seems more consistent "d.th 

the lcng half-life (>35 years) of this .activity, for the even-odd mi~lide 

Gd147 shpuld have ,s.bout 2 Hev more energy available for electron capture 

decay than even-even nuclide Gdl48. 

It. is possible to make a very rough estimate of .the partial hal.f-li.f'e 

for alpha decay of Gd148 from the yield of 3.16 Hev alpha activity produced 
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in the excitation function bombar-dment of Sm147 'Iori th alpha particles if an 

approximate value is assumed for the (a,3n) reaction cross section. From 

the observed yield for 36 Mev a~pha perticles with a beam of measured 

intensity it was determined that Tl/2a·'- (a,3n)9'lo4 x 102 years barn""l. 

The (a,xn) cross sections in the rare earth region are not known.. If it 

is assumed that this cross section is about one barn, as was found for 

the (a,3n) reaction on Bi209 at.the same energy above the (a,3n) threshold, 21 

the estimate of the alpha half-life of Gd14B would be 1.4 x 102 years. 

This estimate may be reliable to a factqr of threeg 

The presence of long lived electron-capturing gadolinium isot0pes 

in the samples containing Gd148 make it impossible at present by simple 

be;ta-gamma counting to set a significant lower limit on the brar.ching 

r.atio b.ehreen alpha decay and electron capture, if electron capture is 

a mode of decaye The possibility that Gdl-48 may be stable \o.rith respect 

to electron.capture decay can neither be ruled out nor confirmed by present 

2o Alpha Activity of Other GBdolinium Isotopes.--Following a 

bombardment of 200 mg of samarium oxide with 31 Mev alpha particles a 

chemical separation by standard cation exchange column. elution at room 

temperature (Appendi~ I.3) vias madeo A sample plate of the gadolinium 

and europium chemical fraction ,.ras prepared by vaporization. A small 

amount of 3.16 Mev Gd148 was observed in the sample; in addition there 

was some activity with alpha energy of about 3 .. 0 ± 0.15 Nev which decayed 

with a half~life of about a weekD This 3.,0 :Hev activity was not observed 

following intensive deuteron (19 Mev) bombardments of Sm203 and, hence, 

cannot be europium. The 3.0 Mev activity was assigned to Gd11}9, which 
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. 17 h8.S been s tud.ied by Hoff ~ .§J... and found to decay mainly by orbj. tal 

electron capture with a ha.lf-life of 9 * 1 days. The o./EC branching 

re.tl.o is about 7 x 10=6 from comparison counting in the alpha pulse 

analyzer and the methane proportional counter (Nucleometer) on the same 

counting yield assumptions as were made for the Eu147 a/EC estimation 

(ioeG9 a 9 0&4; EC, ·o.3). This branching ratio figure is probably good 

to 'lr.rithin a factor of three.. This branching ratio would correspond to 

a ps.rtial alpha half-life of about 4 x 103 years. 

It has been suggested by Kohmari22 that Gdl50 might be stable with 

respect to electron capture although it is missing in nature., Thus, 

like Sml46, Gdl50 might be so missing because its alpha decay half-life 

is much less than the age of the elements (i.e .. Tl/2 $ 108 years). In 

the hope that the alpha he.lf-life of Gdl50 wj_ght be short enough to detect 

by cyclotron production a 45 microampere hour cm-2 irradiation of ·40 mg 

of Et1.203 ·Hith 19 Hev deuterons was made. Gd150 should have been produced 

in fair yield by the reaction Eul5l(d,3n)Gdl50. 

Following bombardment theEu203 target w.at.erial was dissolved in 

6_N HCl, the rare earth hydroxides were precipitated "'i th ammonia, and·· 

after redissolving vri th a minimum of 6!! HCl a chemica.l separa ticn of 

europium (and partially samarium) from gadolinium was made'by the sodium 

amalgam procedure (Appendix lo3)s 

A thin uniform sa.mple of part of gadolinium fraction on a platinum 

plate \-ras ·prepared by the volatilization technique (Appendix 1.1). This 

sample exhibited (Fig., 5) a minute amount (Oo45 alpha disintegrations/minute) 



of alpha activity of 2~7 ± 0.15 Mev energy. The presence of short range 

alpha activity in the gadolinium fraction was further confirmed by Dunlavey, 23 

vlhO introduced some of the gadolinium fraction into the emulsion of an 

Ilford C2 photographic plate and allowed it to stand for several days 

before developing. Microscopic examination of the developed plate revealed 

a number of alpha particle tracks with a mean range of about 9.7 microns. 

This range corresponds to an alpha particle energy of 2.74 Mev on the 

range-energy curves of Rotblat.,24 

The assigrunent of this alpha activity to Gdl50 can at present be no 

more than a tentative suggestion based pr}ncipally on semiempirical con

siderations of the probable expected alpha decay energy for Gd15°. 

Insufficient time has elapsed to rule out the possibility that this activity 

25 151 \ could arise from 155 day- Gd e 

Sun~ al.26 have reported observing an alpha activity of 7.0 hour 

half-life from a bombardment of Sm203 with 30 :t.1ev alpha particleso This 

activity was assigned by them to gadolinium, since it was not produced 

by proton (8 Mev) and deuteron (15 Mev) bombardments on Sm203., They do 

not mention any alpha particle energy measurements nor any chemical 

separations. In apparent contradiction to this no 7.0 hour rare earth 

alpha activity has been observed here follo~dng bombardments of Sm203 

vrith 30 Hev alpha particles and E~03 with 30 Hev protons. In nearly 

all bombardments here it is observed that some alpha activity due to 

traces of heavy element (uranimn, thorium, bismuth, or lead) impurities 

in the target materials is produced. It has generally been necessary 

to make alpha energy measurements or chemical senarations or both to 
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make sure that observed alpha activity was due to rare earth ·nuclides 

and not to heavy element oontaminaYJ.ts, For example, the 7.5 hour alpha 

emitter At 211 would be produced in good yield by 30 Mev alpha particles 

on an extremely small amount of bismuth impurity by the reaction 

Bi209(a,2n)At2ll, This possibility should· not be ignored, ,An alpha 

particle energy measureme~t on any newly discovered alpha emitter in the 

rare earth region needs to be made as proof in view of the probability 

of heavy element impurities in small amounts, 

C. Terbium I sotoJ?es (Z = 65) 

In a preliminary report2 the discovery of rare earth alpha emitters 

with alpha particle energies of 4.2 and 4.0 Mev and half-lives of N7 

minutes and N4 hoursJ respectively, was reported and their tentative 

"assigriment to terbium made. Subsequent work provided chemical proof for 

the assignment of the latter activity to terbium (3.95 Mev, 4.1 hour). 

The seven minute activity, whose half~life is too short for chemical 

identification of the element, was reassigned to dysprosium (Z = 66) 

on the basis of later bombardment data. Its appearance in low yield 

after proton bombardments of gadolinium oxide in the first experiments 

was probably due to a small amount of terbium present in the target 

materiaL A second alpha emitter in terbium (3,44 Mev-1 19 hour) was al·so 

observed and studied, 

l. ~Mev Tb149. __ This alpha emitter of 4.1 hour half-life Was 

the first of the artificial rare earth alpha emitters to be observed, 2 

following a bombardment of gadolinium oXide with 200 Mev protons. 
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Subsequently, the 4-e 1 hour alpha activity v.ras also produced by bombardment 
~ . 

of terbium oxide with 120 Mev protons, of dysprosium oxide and ytterbium 

oxide with 200 Hev protons, and of europium oxide with alpha particles of 

90 Nev, 120 Mev, and (in ~3 percent of the 90 Hev yield) 60 Mev alpha 

particlese It was produced in very low yield. in a bombardment of 

gadolinium oxide with 31 Mev pretense 

Following a number of these bombardments chemlcal separations of the 

rare earth products were made by the standard cation exchange column 

elutions descri"bed in Appendix I.3o The 4 .. 1 hour alpha activity -was 

al~~ys observed exclusively in the terbium chemical fractions. 

Fige 6 shows alpha pulse analysis curves of the 4 .. 1 hour terbium 

alpha activity and of a u234- u235 standard, both being thin, uniform 

samples prepared by volatilization& From the positions of the leading 

edges of the u234 and the u235 peaks the energy scale can be determined .. 

The leading edge of the Tb149 peak corresponds to an energy of 3.93 ~1ev., 

Other e!l.ergy determinations were in close agreement with this. A v!eighted 

average of three deternrl.nations gives a best value of alpha particle 

energy of 3 .. 95 ± 0.,04 Hev., 

In Fig. 7 is plotted the decay curve of the total alpha activity 

in the unseparated material produced in a 15 minute bombardment of 

gad.oUnium oxide with 75 Mev protons.. The 4 .. 1 hour activity is seen 

to be by far the predominant activity., From this &cay curve 9 making. 

a minor correction for the presence of the 19 hour alpha activity, the 

half-life of Tbl49 "'I>IaS set at 4.,1 ± Ool hourso 
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The mass number 149 was assigned to this activity on .. the basis of 

a mass spectrographic determination previously reported.27 

No positron activity with 4,1 hc;mr half-life could be observed in 

samples containing Tb149~ but it has not been so far possible from 

direct counting data to make a significant estimate on the branching 

ratio between alpha decay and electron capture~ as all samples containing 
·' 

Tb149 also contained presumably some 5 ho~r Tbl56 j which decays by. 

electron capture, 28 

2, 3,4 Mev Terbium.-- High energy (100-200 Mev) proton bombardments 

of gadolinium oxide9 terbium oxidej and dysprosium oxide, and alpha 

particle bombardments of europium oxide were observed to produce some 

alpha activity of 19 hour half-life. 

Following proton bombardments of gadolinium oxide and of dysprosium 

oxide~ the terbium activities were separated from the gadolinium target 

material by means of the standard cation exchange column elutions de~ 

scribed in Appendix I .3, For the 87°C separations, pH 3.4 citrate 

solution was used as the eluting agento This alpha activity was found 

exclusively ·in,~he terbium chemical fraction. An alpha pulse analysis 

curve of column-separated terbium alpha activities from a bombardment of· 

dysprosium oxide with 200 Mev protons is shown in Figure 8, From the 

pulse analysis of a standard sample of u234 and u235 the energy spread was 

determined as 26,1 kev/register. The separation between the leading edges 

' of peaks for the 19 hour terbium and 4.1 hour terbium alpha activities is 

20.3 registers, oorresponding to an energy difference of about 0,53 Mev. 

This difference was checked in several other measurements. Since the 4.1 

hour activity has an alpha particle energy of 3.95 !. 0.04 Mevj the energy 
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of the 19 hour terbium j_s calculated to be 3.42 Nev. From an av«:rage of 

se-vera.l :meast1rements the energy vras set at 3.;4.4. ± 0.,1 Mev. 

In Figure 9 is plotted the decay curve of the 3.4 Hev peak, where the · 

counting rates were determined by taking the total counts under the peak 

on the pulse analysis curves and subtracting a background. From this 

curve the half-life of the activity was determined as 19 ± 1 hourse 

Only a tentative mass assignment of the 19 hour activity can be made 

at presento The observation was made from a series of three alpha. pa.rt1_cle 

bombardments of euronium oxide at 60, 90, and 120 Hev that the vieid of 
. " " 

19 hour activity relativ(~ to the 4.1 hour is greatest for the 60 Mev 

bombardment~ in Hhich the yield of the 4ol hour activity is much lovJer 

than at-90 or 120 ~1ev., The 4.1 hour- Tbl.49 ca.n be produced by Eul5l(a.,6n)'I'bl49 
... ~ "' ·- - . -

or Eul53(a.$8n)Tb149 reactiono In the 60 Nev bombarchnent the Eul5.l(a.,6n)Tb149 

reaction was probably y.r oceeding ju:3t--above its energetic threshold a.nd '!>i8.S 

thus :i_n lo~A• yield, v.rhile the Eu151,153(a~5n)Tbl50,l52 ani Eul5l,l53(a.,4n) 

Tbl51~153 ree.ctions Hould .have shown considerably higher yields at 60 !'1ev 

than at 90 Nev or 120 ~·1ev Q From such considerr-1tions it would seem that 

:the mass nunill:»er of t~e 19 hour activity is probably greater: than 149, the 

mass nuJnber of the 4.1 hour activity. No alph~ a~tivity (a/EC < 5 x lo-6 ) 

·Has found by 1~ilkinson28 for terbium isotopes vlhich could be produced by 

bon1bardment of ~20jby 38 .Nev alpha particles, that is, ".·.rith ma.ss nu.'llbers 

153 and greatere Hence, the 19 hour alpha emitter prol:ality has the mass 

number 150, 151, or possibly 152o It- should be possible by further excita-

tion function 1;;ork with alpha particles on europium to ma.ke an exact mass 

assignment, 



Theoretical half-life energy relations for alpha decay lead to the 

conclusion that the predominant mode of decay o.f the 19 hour terbium alpha 

emitter must be orbital electron capture or positron emission. The presence 

of 17.2 hour Tb154~ howeverj which decays by electron capture and positron 

emission~ 28 in all samples of the 19 hour terbium has h~therto made im= 

possible any direct det~nnination of the branching ratios between the 

expected modes of decay. of the 19 hour terbium alpha enii tter. 

D. Dysprosium Isotopes (Z = 66) 

The three dysprosium alpha emitters listed in Table I were observed 

follo1~ng high energy proton bombardments ~f several rare earth elements 

with atomic number greater than 64. They were also produced by 100 Mev 

c12 ion bombardments of neodymium (Z = 60) oxide by Nd(C12,xn)Dy reactions. 

The alpha energies and the half-lives of these isotopes were determined 

following bOmbardments of terbium (Z = '65) oxide with protons of about 

100 Mev energy. 

With regard to the possible mass assignments of the three dysprosium 

activities of 4.2p 4.06~ and 3.61 Mev energies, it is to be noted that 

all three are produced in good yield by 100 Mev protons on terbium. The 

4.06 and 3.61 Mev activities are apparently produced in extremely low yield 

by 70 Mev protons on terbium. The cross sections for production of all 

three dysprosium alpha emitters undergo large increases somewhere between 

70 and 100 Mev. An approximate theoretical calculation, of the type that 

has been outlined by Fermi, 29 of the most probable number of neutrons to 

be evaporated from the compound nucleus Dyl60 , (Tb1 59 +'H~), excited to a 
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maximum of energy by 70 Mev or 100 Hev protons is 6 - 7 or 9 - 10, respect-

ively. The dysprosium alpha emitters then \rould most likely be produc-t;s of 

Tb159 (p,xn)Dy160
'"'X reactions -vd. th ?~x~ll, allmdng the limits 153~A~l49 to 

be set on the mass numbers. It is hoped that furth8r studies of bombardment 

yields of these alpha emitters in the proton energy range between 70 and 

120 Mev, will enable one to set better limits on the individual mass numbers. 

No inforHntion concerning oth0r modes of decay, such as electron 

capture or positron emission, has been obtained yet for any of the three 

dysprosium alpha emitterso 

1., 4~2 11ev Dxswosium.--Bombardments of terbiurn oxide with 100 Nev 

pro·tons and bombardments of neodynd.um oxlde 1·.ri th "'100 Hev cl2 ions vere 

obsr,;rved to produce some alpha act.ivi ty with a seven minute he.lf-life .. 

A probable element ass1.gnment is made by noting the bombariments in 

1-.1hich this activity is produced and those in \-Ihich it is noto .Its produc-

tion by protons on terbium and by carbon ions on neodymium (Z = 60) restricts 

the atomic nmnber of the seven minute activity to 66 or less. Also, its 

s.to11ic number must be greater than 65, for it was not produced by bombard& 

merits of europium oxide \.zi th alpha particles at energies of 60, co, and 

120 Hev., Hence, the seven Jr.inute activity is attributed to. a dysprosium 

nuclide (Z == 60)" 

Energy determination for the seven minute dysprosium activity has been 

made from the first and second of the alpha pulse analysis curves of 

activities from a bombardment of terbium oxide vith 100 Mev protons for 

ten minutes, shmm in Figure 106 The separation bet1>reen the 19 minute 

and 7 minute peaks is seen to be 4.2 ± 0.6 registers& Calibration of the 



pulse analyzer at these gain settings~ using u235 and Gd148 standards, 

determines the energy scale as 35o4 kev per register. The energy dif~ 

ference between the peaks is~ there.fore~ 4.2 x0~03\ = 0.15 !. 0.02 Mevo 

The alpha particle energy of the 19 minute dysprosium activity was de

termined as 4.06 !. 0.04 Mevo The alpha particle energy of the seven 

minute activity is set then at 4.21 ! Oo06 Mevo 

Figure 11 shows a plot of the dec~ of the twti highest energy 

dysprosium alpha peaks. The counting .rates were calculated from the 

summation of the counts under each pulse analysis peak. The half-life 

of 7! 2 minutes is determined from the s~ope of the. decay c~rve. Other 

half-life determinations agree within these limits. 

2. 4.06 Mev Dysprosium.-- Bombardments of terbium oxide with 100 

Mev protons and of dysprosium oxide with 200 Mev protons were observed 

to produce alpha activity with a 19 minute half~life. 

The assignment of this activity to dysprosium is made on the basis 

of its appearance in the 100 Mev proton bombardment of terbium oxide and -

not in alpha particle bombardments of europium oxide at energies of 60 
' . 

Mev, 90 Mev, and 120 Mev. The alpha particle energy of the 19 minute 

dysprosium activity is determined from the plot in Figur~ 12 as. 

4.06 ! 0.04 Mev by pulse analysis, using a pulse generator comparison 

technique described in.Appendix I.l. 

Figure 11, referred to in the previous section, shows a plot of 

the decay of the 4o06 Mev aipha peak. From this plot the half=life of 

the activity is set at 19 minutes. Other half-life determinations 

check fairly well, suggesting the error limits ! 4 minutes. 
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3o 3o6 Hev Dys]2rosiu:m.,--Bombardments of terbium oxide with 100 Hev 
\ 

and 120 r.fev protons and bombardments of neodymium oxide with ... 100 1!Jev cl2 

ions have produced some alpha activity of 2.3 hour half-life& 

Tb.e e~ement assignment to dysprosiu:n is made on the basis of a cheml

cal s opara tion of the products of a 120 Hev proton bombardment of terbium 

oxide., The separatign :was made by standard cation exchange column elution 

at 780 C 11Sing pH 3 .. 3 citrate solution as eluting agent, as described in 

Appendix I,3e 

'I'he alpha particle energy has been determire d best by the pulse genera-

tor technique described in Appendix I.l and is shot-m on the plot in Figure 

12. The alpha particle energy is determined to be 3 .. 61 :l- Oo08 Hev. 

Figure 13 is a semilog plot o.f the decay through two half-life periods 

of the alpha counts under the 3o61 Nev peak on the pulse analyzer. The 

half-life is determined from the slope to be 2.3 :±: 0~2 hm:trs. 

E., Isotopes of Othpr Fare Earth Elements 

There lS good evidence of short half-life alpha activities in rare 
. ., 

earth elements vJi th atomic number greater than 66, that of dysprosium, 

although no systematic study of them has yet been made .. 

A short bombardment of dysprosium oxide with 200 liev protons produced, 

in addi.tion to several activities in terbium and dysprosium which have been 

prev:J.ously discussed (Sections IIIC and D), some alpha activity with about 

a four minute half-life and 4 .. 2 ± 0.,15 Nev energy.. ·This activity probably 

arises from a holmium (Z = 67) isotope. 

A short bombardment of samarium (Z = 62) oxide with 100 Hev cl2 ions 

was. observed to prod11ce some alpha activity with about a 3 1/2 minute 
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half~lifee No energy measurement of the alpha particles was made 9 so the 

possibility that this activity came from heavy element impurities in the 

target material cannot be ruled out, but it seems probable that this 

actiiri ty was due to a holmium (Z = 67) or erbium (Z = 68) nuclideo 

It appears that no appreciable alpha branching is exhibited by 

neutron-deficient nuclides of atomic number 67 to 69 with half-lives of 

intermediate length (<1 hour)., A two hour bombardment of erbium (Z ~ 68) 

oxide with 200 Mev protons was made 9 and chemical separation by cation 

exchange column was completed two hours after the end of the bombardinent., 

No alpha activity was found in the fractions corresponding to elements with 

atomic number greater than 66 (dysprosium)., (The 2,.3 hour dysprosium 

alpha activity and the 4ol hour terbium activity were prominent in their 

respective chemical fractions .. ) ·rna search for long-lived alpha activity 

a target of ytterbium oxide (Z = 70) was given an intensive irradiation 

by protons of 150 and 250 Mev for a tot~ of about forty hours., After 

several days a chemical separation by standard cation exchange column 

elutions was made., No alpha activity in any ?f the rare earth elements 

was found except for the 3olt, Mev alpha acti~ty in gadolinium due to Gdl48, 

No alpha activities in nuclides with atomic numbers less than 63 

(europium) have yet been observed in this i,~ve.stigation, excepting, of 

course~ the natural alpha emitting isotope sml47m Only a few short survey 

bombardments have been made in this regionQ 

The best chance of observing alpha activity in an artificially produced 

samarium isotope is probably in the 84 neutron isotope sm146, which is 

presumed beta stable22 but is missing in nature,. 
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It seems likely that some of the nuclides containing 84 or a few more 

neutrons of the elements of atomic number greater than 66 will exhibit 

appreciable decay by alpha particle emission. It is to be expected, however, 

that the increased energies available to the electron capture or positron 

decay process will result in very short half-lives for these isotopes. 

Those nuclides wi~h half-lives greater than a few minutes in these higher 

elements are probably so many neutrons beyond the 84 neutr9n configuration 

favorable to alpha decay that they will show unobservabJy low alpha decay 

branching., 

F. Gold Isotope* (A= 79) 

Following bombardments of gold foils with 200 Mev protons or 190 Mev 

deuterons and of platinum foils with protons of as low energy as 100 Mev, 

an alpha activity of 4.3 minute half-life was observed.2 

This activity was ·assigned to gold on the basis of a chemical separa

tion procedure ut~lizing extraction of the chloride into ethyl acetate as 

described in Appendix I.3.. The alpha activity in the gold fraction was 

counted within thirty seconds following chemical separation and no evidence 

of deviation from the simple 4.3 minute decay was found. From this evidence, 

it can be stated that the alpha particles are emitted either by the 4.3 

minute gold nuclide or by its platinum daughter nuclide (from positron or 

* The alpha activity in gold was discovered by s. G. Thompson and 

A. Ghiorso, and some of the work reported in this section was done by 

them. The material is included here merely for completeness. 
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electron capture decay) with the half-life of the daughter less than 15 

seconds~ 'the latter possibility seeming unlikely but·possible~-

By alpha pulse analysis the energy of the 4s3 minute alpha narticles 

\vas determined as 5o 07. ± 0" 1 Mev.. Comparison standards Pu239 ( 5 .,14 Mev) 11 

Am2..U (5 .. 48 Mev)~ and Cm242 (6.,08-Mev) were used in'the determination., 

The half~life of 4.,3 ± 0,.2· minutes has been determined from alpha 

decay curves exten~ing through a decay·factor of lOOo 

· The limits set ·on· the mass ni:unber·: of' ~the gold alpha emitter are rather 

indefinite~ based on evidence concerning bombardment energies necessary 

for its production., Tentative limits of 183 < A :5, 187 have been set., 
~ ,. .. -

Chemically sep~rated samples containing the· gold alpha activity were 
' • J. • • .. 

counted_ with standard Geiger counters~ with ~nd with~ut beryllium and lead 
.. r 

absorbers~ A component with approximately four minute half~life can be 

resolved from the decay curveso From_ comparison of counting rates ~dth 

different combinations 'of absorbers it was possible to determine an approximate 
~ • j -r. • .. "'" I . . ' 

figure for the .abundance of electromagne~~c radiation with four minute 

half~life of about the energy of platinum K x-rays,. The ratio of alpha 
'lT ,.._. 

' • ' .J • -

disintegrations to four minute K x/rays was about 10-~$ If both radiations 
< 

arise from the same isotope and if roughly one K x~ay per electron capture 

disintegration is emitted, then the a/EC branching ratio would be lo34 as 

reported in the 1949 papero2 This branching ratio should be.regarded as 

very tentative, pending further work to check the assumptions involvedo 
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G. Mercury Isotope* (Z= 80) 

Following bombardments of gold foils with 190 Mev deuterons some 

alpha activity of Oe? minute half-life was observed. 

This activity was assigned to mercury on the basis of a chemical 

separation by volatilization (see Appendix I.3) from the golc;l foil. 

The alpha particle energy of the 0.7 minute activity was determined 

to be 5.60 ± 0.1 Mev by alpha pulse analysis. Its half-life was determined 

to be Oo? ± 0.2 minut~ from decay curves of the 5.,6 Mev alpha peak from 

the pulse analyses. 

No work to determine the threshold bombardment energy for production 

of this activity·has been done beyond the original 190 Mev deuteron 

bombardments; hence, no significant. limits on the mass number can be 

set at this time. 

IVo DISCUSSION 

A. Alpha Decay Rate 

The alpha emitters in the rare earth region are of special interest 

in that they provide data on the rate of alpha decay in a region considerably 

removed from the heavy element alpha emitters .. 

Of the rare earth alpha emitters with known decay energies only the 

naturally occurring Sm147 has its partial half-life :t:or alpha decay well 

determined. The partial alpha decay half-lives of Eul47, Gd149, and Gd14B 

are: kno\o..lil with a factor of three uncertainty. For most of the other alpha 

emitters. studied no estimate of a/EC·branching ratio can now be made; for 

I 
·'._ 

*The work reported in-this section concerning the alpha activity in 

mercury w~s performed by s. G .• Thompson and A~ Ghiorso and is included 

here merely for completeness. 
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these 9 of course, it can be stated that the partial alpha half-lives are 

greater than the experimentally-observed half-lives. Conclusions from so 

few data must be very tentative. Yet it was felt worthwhile to present 

the results of extrapolation to the rare earths of several decay formulas 

used in the.heavy elemen~ region .. 

For comparison alpha decay half .. lives have been calculated by 

extrapolation of formulas in -which parameters have been adjusted to give 

good agreement 'With the alpha decay rates of the even•even type alpha 

emitters among the heavy elements (excluding the polonium isotopee30). 

Four different formulas (the first three using WKB 'approximation expres-· 

sions for the barrier penetrability factor and the fourth a similar 

expression calculated by the "method of steepest descents") have been 

employed~ the chief point of difference between the formulas being the 

different expressions ·used for the effective nuclear radius for alpha 

particles., 

The first three formulas used can all be expressed generally as a 

product 

(4 .. 1) 

where Y is the.alpha decay constant in second-1, E is the alpha decay 

energy in Mev, P is. the exponential barrier penetration factor, and y 0 

is the "decay constant 'Without barrier at l'Mev" in second-1. The fourth 

formula derived by Preston31 and used recently by Kaplan32 has the same 

exponentia~ factor P but has a coefficient showing a more complicated 

dependence on decay energy than the simple square root. 

The first formula was derived, as Cohen33 has done, using a nuclear 

radius expression determined from the comparison of experimental 
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alpha particle bombardment excitation.functions2l,34,35,36 with the 

theoretical calculationsof WeisSkopr}7 Then the parameter Yo was 

calculated separately for many even-even heavy element alpha emitters ani 

the geometric mean 5.03 x 1ol8 seconds·l taken (corresponding to a level 

width without barrier at 6 Mev of 8.1 kev in excellent agreement with 

Cohen's33 correction to Bathe's many body alpha decay treatment38). The 

nuclear radius expression based on the work of Jungermann36 on Th232 

(alpha, fission) cross sections 

r = (1.43 A1/3 + 1.48) x lo-13cm (4.2) 

(A= mass number:of daughter nucleus) was used. The additive constant 

1.48 x lo-13cm for the alpha particle radius is the value used by 

Weis.skopf )7 

The second formula is the form or the one-body alpha decay expression 

useq. by Perlman and Ypsilantis30 with y 0 (E) 112 given by v0/r where v
0 

is 

the velocity of the alpha particle (center of mass system) at infinite 

distance from the nuc.leus e This .. corresponds t<? Y 0 ~ 7 • 7 X. 1020 seconds-1 

for the rare earth studies. They fo~ good agreement in their calculations 
~·· 

using_ the ·sa.mple·radius expression· 

r = 1.48 Al/3 x lo-13 em, (4.3) 

and this radius formula is also used for the rare earth calculations. 

The third formula is from the original many-body treatment of Bethe.38 

A y0 value or _6.24 x 1014 seconds·l was used. The simple radius formula 

r = 2.05 A1/3 x 10~13 em (4.4) 

originally given by Behe was used after checking it with decay data of 

Pu236 and finding it to give agreement. 
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The fourth formula is that derived by Preston31 and also applied recently 

by KaplanG32 The values tabulated in Table .III were calculated by taking, 

as Preston and Kaplan have done, the s:tna.llest solution for (E - U), the 

kinetic· energy of the alpha particle within the nucleus and usitig nuclear . 

radius values given by Present 1s39 formula. 

r == r 0*Al/3 [1 + 0.8 (A ~ 2Z )2A -2_ 0.3A-l/3 + 0.010 z2 A-4/3] (4.5) 

with r 0 * == ls50 X lo-13 em, the value found by Kaplan32 by applying the ' 

Preston alpha decay formula to the even-even type alpha emitters in the 

heavy region. 

The penetration factor P in all cases was calculated by the exponential 

expression (600) of Bethe.38 

Table III lists for comparison the calculated alpha half-life values 

and the eXperimental values for the light alpha emitters., Column 4 contains 

an additive correction factor to the alpha·decay energy necessitated by 

the consideration of the pot,mtial scr·eening due to the electron cloud, 

as pointed" out by Ambrosino ani Piatier.40 This is the first of two 
r 

'' 
"corrections of about the same magnitude proposed by them and has been estimated 

from the Fermi-Thomas atomic model and experimental binding energy data 

(cfo Appendix II) as 

(4.6) 

It is felt that the inclusion of both correctionswould involve-

a duplication, as is pointed out in Appendix II. · 

Three of the rare earth nuclides included in the comparison are not 

of the even-eyen type, so that, in general, the agreement with a decay 

rate formula for: even-even alpha emitters would not be ~xpected. In 
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lruclide Al:pba. Esc ~ Fsxtia.l Est. 
}'article (Mev) nuclear alpba :E:t'ror 
energy (Electron energy half- lircH 
(Mev) Screening (Mev) .life factor 

Cor.) (Ex-_p) 

--
Sn-).47 2.18 0.02 2.26 · 1.4x1olly 1 ... 5 

Eul47 2.88 0.02 2.98 ""6x1o3y 3 

Ga148. 3.16 0.02 3.27 .J1.4xlo2y 3 

Gdl49 3.0 0.02 3.1 ~4xlo3y 3 

Gd(l50) z .. 7 0.02 2.8 

•nl49 3.95 o.oz 4.07 ,.4.lh 

Tb(lSl) 3.44 0.02 3.55 ~19h 

J:y{l5l) 4.21 o.oz 4.34 ,.Sm 

Ily(lsl) 4.o6 o.oz 4.19 ::>"19m 

Dy(lSl) 3.61 o.oz ':1 ~~ 

-·• ( L >2.3h 

1m(l88) 5.07 0.03 5.21 "4.3m 
(.-Joa) ? 

Bg(lsg) 5.60 0.03 5.76 ~0.7m 

-·- ·- ·-· 

' .. 

Table III 

Compari:;on of T::JCFerin:ente.l with Tr.eoretica.l 
Alpha Decay Falf-IJ:i.ves for J:,ieht Alpha E!!'itt.ers 

Calc. Batio Calc. P..a.Li6 Calc. Ratio Calc. Ratio 
half- Calc.: half- Calc,: he.lf- calc. : half- calc.: 
life ex:p, life exp. life ex:p. life e.x:p. 
exp. one bod.y mmy one 
re.c1ius Fe:tlrran- body body 

Ypsilantis Be the r:reston-
Kaulan 

1.8xlo12y 7.9 s.2x1ony 5.9 2.8zxlo13y 200 1.6xlo13y 114 

1.83xlo4y 3.0 1.4gxl04y 2.5 4.3xlo5y 72 z.sxlosy 42 

2~0gxl02y 1~5 l.08xlo2y 0.77 4.7xlo3y 34 2.0xlo3y 14 

1.03x104y 2.6 3.5xl03y 0.87 

8.8xl06y 4.o8xlo6y 

9.2h 5.sh 7.0d. 3.9d 

3.9y l.95y 

42m 57m 

5.2h 7.6h 

0.83y 1.15y 

17h s.o:h 

33nl 3.6rn 

. ( ) ind.icntes value of m:~.ss number assur:-,eC. for calculation v;h.e::·e tPass number is not known. 

I 
w 

"" I 
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accordance with observation in the heavy region, however, the odd nucleon 

types would be expected to have half-lives longer than predicted by the 

e~en-even formula rather than shorter, a~ are actually observed. 

Little can be concluded from the alpha emitters whose a/EC branchipg 

ratios are not knowno All the extrapolations give alpha half-lives greater 

than the lower limits set by the experimentally observed half-lives. The 

only comparisons of any significance that can be made are those for sm147, 

mu147, Gdl49, and Gdl48a The first two treatments ptedict half•lives in 
' i 

fair agreement with experiment, while the third and fourth predict halfa 

lives too long. Note, though, that the extrapolations by the third and 

fourth treatments appear in ~elatively bad light With respect to the first 

in that the radius formulas in. the third and fourth do not have the addi-

tive .. constant for ~he alpha particle "radius, and the fourth treatment 

suffers further in using Present's formula which gives an even smaller 

r~ditis th~m the simple aA l/3 formulas. The use of radius formulas with 

additive constants could provide an extra ten percent in radius needed to 

bring the.predictions by the.third and fourth treatments into as· good 

agreement as those·of the first or seconde One can only conclude in this 

regard that by use of a decay formula With a'frequency factor as high as 

those in the one body models, a radius formula without additive constant 

is adequate, but with formulas employing lower frequency factors, 

agreement is best secured by use of a radius formula. with an additive 

constant. 

None of the treatments give the correct energy dependence of the 

half-life. In all cases the Eul47 and Sml47 predictions are successively 

worse (i.eo predicted half-lives greater than experimental) than the Gd14B 
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and Gd149 p:redictionsQ These discrepancies may be due to experimental 

error in the value of 2~18 Mev for the alpha particle energy of Sml47. 

(sml47 was used as the standard in determination of Eul47 energy.) There 

is wide variation in energy values reported in the literature (cf. NBS 

Nuclear Tables41 )~ So great is the sensitivity of the barrier penetration 

factor to a change in energy at the low energy of sml47, that an increase 

in energy of only 52 kev would increase the exponential penetration factor 

by a factor of six, enough to bring good agreement with experimento For 

reference the calculated dependence of the penetration factor on energy 

is tabulated in Table IV and graphed for sml47 in Figure 14. 

Table IV 

Rate of Change of Penetration Factor vd. th Energy 

Radius used Alpha energy - d log10P 
Nuclide (lo-13 em) · (Mev) dE(Mev) 

Gdl48 8 .. 99 3~27 8.6 

Eul47 8 .. 97 2 .. 98 9Q7 

sml47 10 .. 78 2 .. 26 14.,7 

sml47 8 .. 97 2 .. 26 15.0 

sml47 7 .. 76 2o26 14.1 

·There is also the possibility, as Wheeler42 suggested, that the 

excessively large decay rate of Sm147 is due to an effective nuclear 

radius increase due to a deviation of the Sm147 nucleus from spherical 



symmetry 9 as would be shovm by a large nuclear quadrur>,ole momen.t 9 concerning 

which no measurements have yet been published. 

BG Rare Earth Alpha Decay Energy Systematics and the Neutron Closed Shell of 82 

With knowledge of the alpha decay energies of many isotopes of the 

heavy elements and the beta decay energies of a few it has been possible 

to calculate the relative masses43 of n~clides of given radioactive familles 

with great accuracy by the method of closed decay cycles. The det~rmination 

of a f.3w neut.ron binding energies made it possible to relate the mass values 

between the various decay families and thus to calculate the rel.ative masses 

of a very large number of heavy nuclides. 

Before studying the systematics of alpha decay energies in the rare 

earth region it would be well to attempt to calculate any unobserved alpha 

energies possible by the method .of closed decay cycle energy balances.9 

The application of such calculations to the rare earth alpha emitters is· 

unfortunately quite limited, since in the region where alpha decay occurs 

the principal decay process is orbital electron capture, for which it is 

not possible to make direct experimental determinations of the decay energy. 

It is possible, though, to calculate the alpha decay energies of Pml47 

and Nd147 as followsg (The mass assignment of the samarium alpha activity 

to 147 has been made by Weave~44 and by Rasmussen~ al.,27 and the alpha 

particle energy 2~18 Mev as determined in an argon-filled ionization 

chamber Qy Jesse and Sadauskis16 is used with recoil energy and screening 

correction added to give the nuclear decay energy). 
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E1 = 2.,26 Mev-
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Pml47 < ~~' 
• E~+Y = 0 .. 915 
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Ndl43<----=----:;~--=:-:::--- -1143 ~-
E~- = 0.932 Pr < E~+Y = 1.44 

Conservation of energy require-~ that· 

Eal = 2.,26 + 0.223 - 0:932 :::: 1.56 Mev 

Ea2 = Ea1 + 0.915 - 1.44 =- ;1;,04 Mev 

(Beta decay energies of Pml47 and Prl43 are from the NBS tab1e.41) 

Nd147 decay energies are from the ,.rork' or Emmerich and Kurbatov,45 and 

ce143 energies are from the work of Mandeville and Shapiro.46 These 

alpha decay energies correspond to alpha half-lives much too long for 

experimental detection. 

The list of rare earth nuclid~~ with known alpha decay energies can 
l 

be augmented for a study. or decay energy trends by the addition or a re,.J 

nuclides for which upper or lower limits on alpha decay energy can be set 

by consideration or the relation between alpha decay energy and rate. 

Approximate upper energy limits can be set for the naturally occurring 

rare earth nuclides not observed·to-undergo alpha decay. Included in 

Table V are Nd l44, Sm144, and Sm14B · for which upper energy limits have 

been set on the assumption that the-half-lives for alpha decay must be 

greater than rol4 years to have escaped experimental detection or decay.47 

The lower energy limit in Table V'for the presumably beta stable Sm146 

not present in nature was set on the assumption that its alpha decay

half-life must be less than 108 years to have decayed away since ~he origin 

or the elements. 
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Table V also lists the alpha decay energies calculated from Fermi's 

semiempirical mass equation using the tables of Metropolis and Reitwiesner19 

and assuming a mass for He4 of 4.00390 atomic mass units and the mass energy 

conversion factor of 93lo4 Mev ~ 1 a.m.u. 

In Figure 15 the energy data of Table V are plotted against neutron 

number. 

The gadolinium isotopes constitute t~e only isotopic sequence for 

which the mass numbers are fairly·certain. Mass assignments on the plot 

for the dysprosium isotopes and 3.44 Mev terbium are guesses based on 

the expectation that the various curves of Figure 15 should be nearly 

parallel as are those of Figure 16, a plot of alpha energies against 

mass number in the heavy region. 

It is evident from Fig. 15 that a maximum in alpha decay energy 

occurs for the samarium isotopes at 83 or 84 peutrons. In Section III A 

evidence was presented to show that mul45, Eul48, and Eu149 must have 

alpha half-lives much longer than that of Eul47, since no alpha activity 

ascribable to them has been observed. In accordance with the relation 

between·alpha decay energy and decay rate it can, .thus, b~ assumed that 

Eul47 with. 84 neutrons, for which alpha decay has actually been observed, 

has a greater alpha decay energy than any of its neighboring europium 

isotopes (with the possible exception of Eul46,. for which a significant 

upper liini t on the alpha half-life has· not yet been determined). For the 

gadolinium ard terbium isotopes, also, the maximum in alpha decay energy 

probably is found for the 84 neutron nuclides. Furthermore, no alpha 

activity ascribable to a nuclide with less than 84 neutrons has yet been 

observed., 
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Table.V 

Alpha Decay Energies of Rare Earth Nuclides 

Nuclide N 
Ea (Exp.) 
Mev Inc~ "Normal" Ea (Calc. Difference 
Screening from s~mi-emp. Mev 
Correction mass ·eqrt,) Mev 

sml47 85 2,26' 0,08 .. 2.18 

Eul47 
!' 

84 . 2,98' o. 73· I 2.25 

Gdl48 84 3.27 1.19 2,08 

149 85 3.1 1,01 2 .. 1 

150' 86 2.8 0,87 1.9 

Tbl49 84 4~08 " 1,60 2.48 

'··(151}' (86)' 3.56 '1.,28,· 2.28 

. :ny(l50) (84) 4.35 2.05 2.30 

(151). (85) ' 4.20 'lo87 2 .. 33 

(152) ...• (86). 3.73 1.73 2.00 

Pm147·· 86 1,56(calc) -0.59 2 .. 15 

Ndl47 87 l.04(calc) -1.28 2.32 

Ndl44 84 <2 .. 0 .-0 .. 68 (2.,68 

sml44 82 . <2.1 +0.64 <1 .. 5 

sml48 86 <2.1 -0.07 <2 .. 2 

sml46 84 >2 .. 4 +0~28 >2 .. 1 

( ) indicates mass number not know but merely assumed for calculations. 
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The normal trend for alpha decay energy to increase with decreasing 

neutron numberis seen;from the family ofparallel lines in Fig. 15 defined 

by. th~ ·alpha decay energies calculated from :F.'.ermi 9s senq.E!mpiriqal mass 
' ~ .. - .,. • • - • • • ;:_ < ' 

equation in which no account-is taken of fluctuations in nuclear b~nO..ing 

energies caused by quantum effects~ such as t~ose ~scribed to nuclear 

closed shells.· The true alpha decay :energies are. not only greater than .. 
. . 

mass equation values by about 2 Mev, ·but e:ich:fbita discontinuity in the 

normal trend, dropping to lower alpha d.ecay values for neutron numbers 

less than 84o 

Although the neutron binding energies of these alpha active rare 

earth nuclides cannot be calculated rxplicitly asfor the a;tpha emitters 

in the neighborhood of 126 neutrons,20 the analogy_between·the alpha decay 

energy curves in the two regions, vrith·.their maxim:B; at 84 and 128 neutrons, 

respectively, would strongly suggest that the maxima at 84 neutrons in 

the rare earth alpha decay energies are a consequen,ce of the decreas~d 

neutron binding energies just beyond the clos:ed .shell48 of 82 neutrons 

in analogy to the maxima at 128 neutrons re~~lting from the abnormally 

low neutron binding energies just beyond the closed shell of 126 neutrons. 

The effect on alpha decay energ~~s of the 82 neutron closed shell 

was early suspected after discovery of .rare earth alpha activity., Before 

any element or mass assignments had been made th;isrelation of the closed 

shell was discussed by Thompson~ al. 2 and by Perlman et al.49 and 
' . .. . . .•. :· ·~ :: -

predictions of the probable.mass numbers.of alpha.a.ctive nuclides made. 
. . . . .,, " ,; . 

Subsequent experimental work has borne out these predictions to a remarkable 

degree., 
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The neutron binding energy comparisons of Harvey20 show clearly 
( 

an abnormal drop in the neutron binding energies just beyond 126 neutrons, 

and the few cases compared near 82 neutrons seem to indicate a like dis-

continuityo The few experimentally determined neutron binding energies· in 

Harvey's compilation near 82 neutrons can be used as a basis for calculation 

of the neutron binding energies of isobaric nuclei using beta decay energies 

for closed cycle energy balance calculations similar to the cycle calculations 

of alpha decay energies earlier in this section. Beta decay energies and 

dec~y schemes from the NBS nuclear tables41 have been used, -except for the 

positron decay energy of Pr14°, which was recently redetermined5° spectre-

graphically as 2.23 Mev. Table VI summarizes these calculations. The 

differences, .6n, between actual and mass equation calculated neutron binding 

energies is plotted against neutron number in Fige 17, as Harvey20 has 

done. A drop of 1.5 Mev in neutron binding energies in crossing the 82 

neutron co~figuration is seen. This discontinuity in the neutron binding 

energy evidently extends into the region of higher atomic number, where it 

affects the alpha decay energieso 

The decreased neutron binding energies just beyond 82 neutrons facili-

tate the observation of: alpha emission in tv.ro respectso First, alpha decay 

energies are increased, and, second, the energies available to the electron 

capture or positron emission decay processes are decreased. 

From small extrapolations of the curves in Figo 15 one might estimate 

the decay energies of a few nuclides, the alpha activities of which have 

not-yet been detected, such as, Sml46, -2.5 Mev, sml48, -2.0 Mev, Pml45, 

.... 2.0 Hev. With such energies alpha activity of sml46 should be barely 

·detectable and that of Sm14B and Pm145 undetectable by present techniques. 



Nuclide z 

Ndl41 60 

u...l41 59 

Bal39 56 

cel41 58 

r..al41 57 

Bal41 56 

Ndl50 60 

Ndl47 60 

Table VI 

Neutron Binding·Energies Near 82 Neutrons 

(Binding energy of last neutron in nuclide.) 

Bn Bn t,n 
N Expc (Mev) Mass Eqn •. (BejP - Bmass eqn) 

(Mev) (Mev . 

81 ? .. 9 ?o25 .· .. •·,·-~· .. .. , +Oo? · 
' .... ~;·. ' 

82 ~ 8.40 +1.1 

83 hl 5.63 -0~4 

83 5o? 6.26 -o.6 

84 6.,8 ?.43 -0.6 

85 -5 .o 5o30 -0.3 

90 Lit ?ol6 +0.2 

83-8? -0.62 
Ave. 4 n19utrons 
to Ndl47 

Underlining denotes experimental value from compilation of.Harvey.20· 

Since the magnitude of the discontinuity in neutron binding energies at 
' -

82 neutrons is about L5 Hey, the 83 and 82 neutron isotopes might be 

expected to have on the order of L.5 and 3 Hev, respectively, less energy 

for alpha· decay than the 84 neutron nuGliqe of the same Zo . This energy 

difference easily accounts for the undetect,ably loY alpha decay rate of 

sml44 and indicates that the alpha decay of nuclides with less than 84 

neutrons may only become observable in elements Yith atomic number greater 

than 65, that of terbiumo 

~· .. ..,. ' ......... · 
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It is interesting to note that as the atomic number is increased at 

constant neutron number 84 the increase in alpha decay energy in going 

from atomic number 64 to 65 is much greater than that in going from 63 to 

64o In Table V, too 9 it is seen that the energy difference column shows 

the Tb149 alpha e~ergy to show the highest difference, some OG3 Mev higher 

than the average of the lower elements" The observation might indicate 

that the 65th proton is less tightly bound than the general average in the 

region, that 64 might be a minor 11magic number11 proton configuration8 A 

small splitting between the 2d5; 2 and 2d3; 2 levels on the Mayer48 nuclear 

shell model could account for a slight extra stabilization of the 64 proton 

configurationo 

Similarly, the observance of alpha activity in a gold and in a mercury 

nuclide might be an indication of a minor net~.tron magic number around 102 

106 neutrons (from the mass nurrilier limits 183 < A < 187 on the gold alpha 

emitter)~ The numbers 100 at the splitting between the 2f7; 2 and 2f5; 2 and 

106 at the end of the 2f 5; 2 level can be derived from the :Mayer shell modelo 

Clearly9 until there is much more information on alpha decay energies of 

light gold and mercury nuclides~ the minor magic number possibility must 

remain only speculation. 
) 

Vo DISCUSSION ON ALPHA DECAY RATE THEORY 

Summary of Symbols Used 

Y Alpha decay rate constant 

e""2C Exponential barrier penetration factor by WKB approximation 
- ~ 

C =(l~rtp [2M(V- EJ ~ 

R 

r Center to center distance between alpha particle and recoil nucleuso 
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R Nuclear penetration radius 9 the effective nuclear radius for alpha decay 

rtp The value of r at the classical turning pointo E = v ~ 2ze2 
rtp 

:H Reduced mass or· alpha particlee 

V Potential energy of alpha particle, a fUnction of r, 2Ze2/r for r > R. 

E Total nuclear disintegration energy.. Alpha particle energy+ recoil 

energy + change in total electron bin~ing energies in alpha decay~ 

B Barrier height energy B = 2Ze2/R, where e is the unit charge. 

A Mass Number 

w = C = gY(x) 

( ) . 1/2 
g In Bethevs56 notation p = ec2c = e-2gY X ' where g_ = (~ze2R) /~ 

y(x) = (arc cos x112)/x1/2 - (1 - x)1/2 

x = E/B 

y = (1 ~ x)l/2 

~ = arc cos xl/2 

v =Velocity of alpha particle 

D = average nuclear level spaci.ng between levels of zero total angular 

momentum and even parity. 

D* an energy value defined by equation (5o32) and presumably of the same 

order of magnitude as Do 

W Total nuclear energy eigenvalueo 

S(W) The logarithmic derivative of the alpha particle wave fUnction at the 

nuclear radius., 

w8 The real part of W, the nuclear energy eigenvalue •. 

I'· The level width of the original nuclear state _"'' = ~y 

k The wave number of the alpha particle at infinite distance 

K The wave number of the alpha particle within the nucleus 

a The nuclear penetration radius for alpha particles. 
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A. Alpha Decay Rate Correlations, General 

In most treatments of alpha decay rates a rate expression of the form 

y = f p 

has been applied, where Y is the alpha decay rate constant, f is a frequency 

factor ~· hypothetical decay constant in the absence of a potential barrier, 

and P is the penetration factor or probability of an alpha particle of the 

given energy tunneling through the negative energy region of the coulombic 

potential barriero The form of the penetration factor is given by Bethe51 

as P = e=2c from the WKB52 approximation calculation, wh~re 
( yt"p 

C :::: ~ JR 1/2M_(V-E) dr (5.2) 

The integration is carried out over the region where V > E. The potential 

V is generally assumed to be 

(for S"""Wave. emission) 

v- for r > R (5.3) 

constant value less than E, r < Re 

and the integration is strs.ightforwardo 

In the alpha decay expression, then, there are two unknown nuclear 

quantitieea The first is f, the decay constant without barrier, and the 

second is R, the effective nuclear radius~ For the moment the effect on 

·penetrability of a third unknown, the internal potential U, which determines 

the kinetic energy of the alpha particle within the nucleus, will not be 

considered, as it does not enter into the simple WKB approximation Eq~(5o2) 

for the penetrability. 

If a value for either f or R is assumed or determined independently, 

the other quantity can be calculated using the decayrate and energy data 

of the known alpha emitterso In the past a number of different estimates 



of f have been made and corresponding calculations of R performed by v~rious 

authorso These estimates of f range over a factor of 106, falling roughly 

into two groups--estimates from one body models53(lo21 to 1019 sec-1), ani 

estimates from many body models54(lol9 to 1015 sec-l)o 

If the odd nucleon type alpha emitters are excluded, since many shaw 

abnormally low decay rates, the calaulations from even-even alpha emitter 

data. with almost any assumption off bet~~en"lo21 and lo15 se~-l lead with 

but few exceptions to remarkably self-consistent sets of R values, generally 

of the right order of magnitude as inferred from other nuclear.data giving 

a measure of nuclear sizeo* Although an alpha decay rate expression based 

upon an assumed f and calculated R is of much value in relating new alpha 

decay data (ioeo, predicting half=lives from predicted energies, etc.) it 

would be desirable to have an expression in which f and R had values most 

nearly approaching those in the true physical situation. The best that 

can be done in this direction at present might be to reverse the older 

procedure of assuming f and ~alculating R, for recently excitation function 

data have been obtained which allow a determination of the effective nuclear 

radius for alpha particles by comparison '"'i th theoretical calculations by 

Weisskopf37 of total cross sections for bombarding alpha particles. In 

particular the work of Jungermann36 on the Th232(a,fission) cross section 

* As Present55 pointed out, though, nuclear radius values derived from 

different types of nuclear evidence are not strictly comparable. For 

instance, nuclear radii determined from beta decay energies of mirror nuclei 

are not strictly comparable with "penetration" radii calculated from charged 

particle reactions, and neither of these, with radii determined from total 

cross sections for fast neutronso 
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gives by comparison with Weisskopf's calculations an effective nuclear 

radius of Th232 for alpha particles of 10 .. 27 x 10 .. 13 cmo This value is 

intermediate between the larger radius derived from the Bethe38 many body 

treatment of alpha decay and the values derived in various one body treatmentso 

While the experimental ~uclear radius for alpha particles is determined 

mainly by the penetration of more energetic alpha particles than those in 

alpha decay, this value should be very close to the radius value effective 

in alpha decay .. 

Taking the total effective nuclear radius of Th232 for alpha particles 

to be·l0 .. 27 x 10-l3 em and the additive constant ("alpha particle radius" 

plus range of nuclear forces) to be lo48 x lo-13 em (as assumAd by Weisskopf 

in his calculations)37, the radius expression 

R = (1.43 Al/3 + lo48 )lo .. 13cm (5.4) 

is derived.. The correlation is little affected by the value chosen for the 

additive constant, sinceAl/3 varies only slightly over the region of the 

heavy element alpha emitterse 
/ 

Bo Correlation of Experimental Data with a Many Body ~del Based 

on Jungermann's Value of the Alpha Penetration Radius of Th232• 

Using expression (5j..) for the effective nuclear radius, calculations 

of f for the known even-even alpha emitters have been made and are set 

forth in Table VIle The expression for alpha decay rate used was the simple 

y = fe-2C = fe-2gY(x) 

with g and Y(x) defined as in Bethe .. 56 

g = (4m.Ze2R)l/2 /1\ 

y(x) = x-1/2 arc cos x112 - (1 - x)1/ 2 = 

x = E/B 

and y = (1 - x)112 

arc sin y . 
(1 - y2)1/2 

(5.5) 

- y 
(5.6) 
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_j -Table VII 

A\ 
Alpha Decay Rate Calculations for Ground State Transitions 

of Even-Even Nuclides 
-' ·~\"' 

.i ~: 
'! Alpha Electron·_ '~ '(. -··"'r ~ 
! Decay Screm1ing· E -log10P -log '( log10f · =/~f--f/og(f-r) J. 

-fl~(#i) ----~ Energy Correction Total - -
2

n (Decay-Const.) ~ logF-lo1( 
; ~ ) Nuclide Mev (Mev) (Mev) (P = e = "" ) (Yin sec~l) (~ in St:c-1 ( ra in sec =1) 
.') 

.. ~-~~- c· -242 · .. t· 6o21 0.032 6 .. 24 25.78 7a41 18.37 0.25 18.62 )! c~40 'l 6.,3? 6.40 25.,17 6o57 18.60 0.,24 18.84 ' 
fu238 5.59 0.031 5 .. 62 28.26 9 .. 62 18.,64 0 .. 28 18.92 

'· Pu~36 5.85 5.88 26.83 8.09 18a74 0.26 19.00 . ~f\ 

' tJ238 ; 4 .. 25 0.030 4.28 36.20 17o31 18.89 0 .. 34 19c23· --'!.-.. 0 i u236 4.57 . 4.606 33.64 15.03 18o61 0.32. 18.93 \.Jl 
.\i u234 1\) 

4.84 4~87 3L81 13 .. 03 18.78 0.31 19.09 B 

u232 5 .. 40 5 .. 43 28.40 9.50 18 .. 90 0.28 19.18 
u23o 5 .. 96 5.99 25.42 6.,41 19.,01 0.26 19.27 

Th232 4.05 0.029 4.08 36.76 17.80 18.96 0.35 19 .. 31 
\. Th230 4 .. 76 4 .. 79 31.37 12.66 18.71 . 0.,31 19.02 --( 
~ ~ Th~28 26 .. ?8 8.08 18.70 18.97 l! 5.52 5.55 0.27 

Th~26 6 .. 41 6.44 22.48 3o43 19.05 0.23 19.28 

226 4.877 0.028 4.905 ··29.60 10.89 18.71 0.30 19.01 Ra 
Ra~24 5 .. 784 5.812 .24.50 5 .. 66 18.84 0.25 19.09 
Ra222 6.63 6.66 20.78 1o74 19.04 .0.21 19.25 

Em222 5.587 0.027 5.614 24.60 5.,68 18 .. 92 0.26 19.18 
&n220 6.398 6.425 20.,92 L90 19.02 0.22 19.24 
Em218 7.25 7.28 17.83 -1.44 19.27 .0.18 19.45 
Em212 6.29 '6 .. 32 21.50 3.30 18.20 0 .• 23 18.43 

~! 
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Table VII continued) 
Alpha 
Decay 
Energy 

Nuclide Mev 

p
0
2i8. ... 

6.110 
pc)216 6.902 
p0 214 7.826 
Po212 8.945 
p0 210 5.403 
p0 208 5.24 

Electron 
Screening E .. 
Correction Total 

{Mev) (Mev} 
... '.·'.'' 

0.026 6.136 
6.928 
7.852 
8;9?1 
5.429 

. 5.27 

l· •• ,, 

-log10P -·-log'(· log1of -lf G-'-) /o~ ~ ) 
. .... .... . (Decay Const.) 1 , logP-J..og( 2 Cf B-t : lotf·fl,{/, 

(P - e =7~ )_ {Yin .§ec -l) (-t in sec""l} · (~ in sec-1) 

21.J7 2.42 18a95 
18.28 =Oo64 18.,92 
15G37 -3.68 19.05 
12.53 -6336 18.89 
24.82 7o24 17.58 
25.75 8.14 17.61 

0.23 
0.19 
0.15 
0.11 
0.26 
0.27 

19.18 
19.11 
19.20 
19.00 
17.84 
1?.88 

8 
\Jl 
w 

8 



The change of' variable from x to y was made here to facilitate accurate 

calculation of a table o~ the function YQ This table is in Appendix III. 

Co Discussion of Results of t~e Correlation in Section V.B 6 

The calculated values of f are remarkably constant except for nuclides 

with 126 or less neutronse The average of log f for 23 nuclides with 

N > 126 is 18o84 ± O~l5e. No significant .trends off vs~ E or f vs$ Z are 

evident other than a slight decrease of f with increasing Z~ If f really 

should be constant for different Z, this trend would indicate that a slightly . 

smaller choice of nuclear radius might be better. 

Note that u238 and Th232 which were seento decay too rapidly for their 

energies in the comparison of Perlman and Ypsilantis30 (designated PY here~ 

after) are essentially in agreement with other nuclides hereo The agreement 

is probably due mainly to inclusion of the screening correction.* 

Note that hindrance (less than average decay rate) here is not associated 

with nuclides whose alpha decay daughters have proton or neutron numbers less 

than or equal to a closed shell " magic" number (82 for protons or 126 for 

neutrons).. Instead~ the hindrance is present when the nuclide undergoing 

alpha decay has itself the closed shell configuration or less. Thus, the 

poloni1rm nuclides with N > 126 show no hindrance in alpha decay, although the 

daughter lead isotopes have the magic number 82 protons. Such evidence might 

suggest that the noticeable hindrance (factor of ten) in the nuclides with 

N ~ 126 is associated with a discontinuity in fat closed shell configura~ 

tions rather than with a discontinuity in the nuclear radius. 

The most remarkable aspect about the numerical results of this and 

other recent correiations30,3l,32 of even-even alpha emitter decay rate 

*cfe Appendix II. 
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data is that the simple theory works so well to give a constant frequency 

factor or a smoothly varying nuclear radius 9 whichever is calculated as 

the undetermined quantityo For decay rates ranging over a factor of 1024 

(Po212 to Th232), the calculation of the penetration factor in an idealized 

model alone explains the variation.. The ~greement seems to some extent 

fortui tom' when it is recall~d what assumptions are involved in the cal-

culation of Po 

One inevitably assumes the nucleus to be a rigid charged sphere with 

infinitely sho:tt range attractive nuclear forces betv1een alpha particle 

and nuclear mattero That is, one asslimes the alpha particle at distances 

greater than the penetration radius t~move in the pure electrostatic 

coulonibic potential of a point charge of the magnitude of the nuclear charge 

and at distances less than the penetration radius to move in a constant 

internal potentialo Now, the nuclear forces are certainly not of zero range, 

so the true potential would be a smooth continuous function of r near the 

radius, not the discontinuous idealized potentiale Furthermore, the nucleus 

is not a rigid sphere but is constantly vibratingo 

From the liquid drop mode-l equations (8) and (25) of Bohr and Wheeler57 

one calculates that the magnitude of the zero point vibration in Th232 of 

the first possible mode (n = 2) of capillary oscillation corresponds to a 

maximum radius excursion of about 9% from the average valueo Thus, one 

should treat a time-varying radius in alpha decay., The penetration radius 

derived for a static model would represent a radius nearer the maximum than 

the average radius in the zero point vibrationo The treatment for the 

dynamic model would be complicated further by time~arjing electric quadrupole 
\ 

and higher momentso 
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Refinement of the present theory by inclusion of the above corrections 

hardly seems justified at the present time, but it is important to bear in 

mind that the simple alpha decay models used for the derivation of the 

present-day decay expre~sions do neglect considerations which are certainly 

not negligible~ These omissions evidently affect the decay rates of most 

known even-even alpha emitters to about the same extent, since the simple 

theory gives such excellent self-consistent correlations. Nevertheless, 

~he fact that important considerations have been neglected constitutes a 

good argument against a too literal acceptance of the absolute values of 

frequency factors ci:i:' penetration radii derived from alpha decay data. 

With these reservations in mind 9 let us see what different nuclear 

frequencies might be derived of the same order of magnitude as the frequency 

factor f determined from averaging over the calculated values in Table VII. 

The average of log f was found to be 18o84 ± Ool5. That is, the geometric 

mean of f is 7 ~1ol8 · seco ~1o , 

One body models of alpha decay (virtual level theory) yield frequency 

factors of magni.tude f:::: V:J/2R58 or f = ':j/R-59, where Vi is the velocity of 

the alpha particle inside the nucleus and R is the nuclear radius. The 

potential for an alpha"particle within the nucleus is often assumed to be 

zero; giving for example, for Po214 with R = 8.67•lo-13 em. and Ea = 7.83 

Mev, corresponding to v = L94 • 109 em. sec-1, a value of 

, f ::: l:94· e 109 e = 2.2 ° 1021 sec -1 (5.7) 
8.67 • 1o-13 

This frequenc~ factor is not constant for all the alpha emitters compared 

but varies directly as the square root of the decay energy·and inversely 

as the nuclear radiUso 
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Preston31 and Kaplan,32 by considering the alpha particle Hithin the 

nucleus to be in its lowest square well level, lS, derive a frequency 

factor nearly independent of decay energy, but inversely proportional to 

R2. The energy of the alpha particle within the nucleus is taken32 

approximately to be 

Ei = h2/8MR.2, or about 0.51 Mev /Or heavy element alpha emitters. 

Then for a nuclear radius of R = 9.lo-13 em the frequency factor 

(5 .. 8) 

51 At the other extreme Bethe~s many body model a~sumes a frequency 

factor of 

f ::: lo15 sec-1 (5.9) 

by analogy with neutron emission by excited nuclei. 

Cohen33 suggests correcting Bethe's estimate to take into account 

the fact that level widths (emission rate constant times ~) are generally 

proportional to the average level spacing. Since level spacing in the 

region of the neutron resonances is on the order of 10 ev and the level 

spacing near the. ground states of heavy nuclei is on the order of 100 kev,. 

this correction multiplies Bethe '' J frequency factor by lo4 giving 
; f s:s lol9 sec-1 

Fluegge,6° for reasons not given, estimates 
(5.10) 

(5.11) 

It is rather interesting that nuclear frequency factors of the same 

order of magnitude can be derived in a totally different manner. Bohr and 

vfueeler61 estimate the lowest mode (n = 2) of capillary oscillation in 

the liquid drop model of the u238 nucleus to have a frequency factor equal 

to about 2•1020 sec-1. This frequency factor might have physical significance 
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to the alpha decay process~ if one takes into account the fact that alpha 

emission is probably favored by the minimum barrier during the times of 

maximum excursions of the nuclear surface from the center during capillary 

oscillationso 

Also~ if one· considers the finite compressibility of nuclear matter9 

one can env1!'!ion a frequency factor determined by the zero point vibration 

of compression wav·e modes wi th~n the nuclear mattero An -estimate of the 

frequency tactor might be obtained by dividing the velocity of sound within 

nuclear matter 9 v s, .PY the nuclear diameter o 

f = v6 /2R 

Rosenfeld62 estimates 

where C : v8 /c and c is the velocity of light 

Therefore v
8 

~ 3olol0 ( o0081)1/ 2 ~ 2., 7 ·ol09 em sec-1 

hence 9 taking R = 9olo=l3 em .. , 

f = lo5 o 1021 sec-1 . 

(5 .. 12) 

There is thus a large choice of frequency factors~ ranging between 

1021 sec-1 and 1015 sec-1 ., 

For a simple harmonic oscillator the relation 

(5.,15) 

holds~ where Vis the frequency of the oscillator and D is the level spacing., 

By analogy a nuclear frequency factor for alpha emission niight be 

f = 21) = 2D/h = D/1r1i (5.16) 

Taking Cohen's33 estimate, D ~ lOO kev, deduced from alpha fine structure 

separations, the frequency factor becomes 

8 19 -1 f = 4o o 10 sec (5.,17) 
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Now certainly the nucleus is not a simple harmonic oscillator, but as Feshbach, 

Peaslee, and Weisskopf63(designated FPW hereafter) point out, the nucleus 

at a given excitation may be considered an oscillator with much less confine-

ment of the wave function than in the single particle model.. Thus, the 

expression of Eq .. (5.16) may be of real significance in the interpretation 

of the alpha decay process with a many body model.. The remarkable connection 

between average level spacing and neutron emission probabilities, as discussed 

by FPW and Wigner, 64 leads one to feel that a similar connection probably 

holds in the alpha emission process .. 

D. Quantitative Formulation of a NeH Many Body Alpha Decay For!nula 

Since the FPW treatment of neutron emission probabilities yields 

expressions in such remarkable general agreement with experimental data, 

it would appear worthwhile to attempt an analogous treatment of the alpha 

decay process to obtain a decay rate expression with real physical significance .. 

The FPW treatment derives an approximate expression for the logarithmic 

derivative of the compound nucleus wave function with respect to co8rdinates 

.. of the emitted particle, the derivative being evaluated at the nuclear 

radius. This expression is equated to the logarithmic derivative of the 

external outgoing wave function of the emitted particle, also evaluated at 

the nuclear radius. The complex energy eigenvalue substitution gives 

two equatiqns, one for the real and one for the imaginary partso From 
the 

the latte£/partial level width for emission of the particle is derived •. 

In thererivation to follow there is no attempt to provide a rigorous 

justification of the procedure., The detailed justification can be found 

in FPW; here their arguments are repeated only where modifications have 

been introduced for ,the alpha decay 1reatment .. 
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For the external wave function of the alpha particle in a pure coulombic 

field we make use of the "steepest descents" approximation of Preston31 for 

the logarithmic derivative of the outgoing coulomb wave function. 

1~ The case of S-wave emission 

ao The Internal Solution 

We define S (W) , the logarithmic deri va ti ve of the total nuclear wave 

function by the expression 

S(W) = [_J_ 0 (rt-f)] 
. ti 11' ~ ,. l't"= a 

(5ol8) 

where W is the total energy of the system9 

Yf(rl o o or A) is the total wave function of the system, 
'. 

r1o•••0rA are the coordinates of the nucleons, 

r is the distance of the alpha cluster of two protons and two neutrons from 

the center of the residual nucleus and"a is the nuclear radiuso By consid

erations analogous to those in FPW65 it c~n be shown that 

S(H) = r_L_ 
[rt"cp 

where 1J(r) is the 

expression (5ol9) 

(5.,19) 

radial part of the'alpha particle wave function. That 

is val1d fol:;I.ows from the fact that when the alpha cluster 

is formed and is at the nuclear radius with the proper onergy for emission 

the total nuclear wave function is instantaneously just the product: 

where ![0 is 

internal l.J'ave function of the alpha particle. Substitution of (5 .. 20) into 

(5el8) gives (5ol9).. The probability. ofW assuming the configuration· 

(5o20) may be very small, but the probability divides out in evaluating 

S(H)o Hence, this treatment automatically eliminates the need to estimate 

explicitly the "probability of formation" of the alpha particle. 

• 
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~is not a real stationary state, since the state decays in time by 

alpha emissiono This transient behavior _can be expressed by giving the 

energy eigenvalue an imaginary componento 

\.J-W- i·I' - s . -
2 

(5.21) 

where Ws and[' are real, I' being the level width of the state and equal 

t 0 ty. Then, in the time dependence factor of /1[12 

I
,.,, Ia -J. (w.- 1L')f 12 -¥ r I e s 2 ::. e = 

\o!e follow the same reasoning as FPW and "1-.rri te 

S(W) = ~ = -K tan Z(W) 
a 

-Yt e (5.22) 

(5.23) 

where K is the wave number of the alpha particle within the nucleus 

and Z(W) is some monotonically increasing function of We Here there is 

a difference from the neutron resonance formulation of FPW& Namely, 

alpha emission resonance levels occur, for a nucleus with infinite 

outside potential, at real energies Wr' for which Z(Wr) = (n + 1/2)~, 

with n an integer, not at Z :::: n 'IT as for neutron resonances, for Si (W) 

must be infinite at the hypothetical alpha resonal'},ces and zero at the 

neutron resonances considered by FPWe Thus, we define y(W) 

y(W) = Z(W) - ~/2 (5.24) 

Si (W) ~ -K tan (lfl12 + y(W)) 

= +K cot y(W) 

and y(Wr) = n -rr 

W, the energy eig~nvalue of the nucleus, may be written 

vi :::: Wr + .6.E - i.f' /2, 

with Wr the resonance energy for the nucleus with infinite outside 

.;·-

potential and ,6E - iC/2 the energy shift caused by considering the actual 



coulombic barrier effecto Both the real and imaginary components of this 

shift will be expected to be small compared to the energy spacing between 

resonance levels, so that we may estimate Si(W) as FPW do by making Taylor-

Laurent expansion at the resonance level, Wr' of interest,and taking only 

the first two terms.. For the alpha case here Si (\I.Tr) is a singular point 

and the expansion cannot be made~ Therefore, it is necessary to match the 

reciprocals~ 1/Si(W) ~ 1/So(W) at the nuclear raqiusG Wr is a regular 

point of the analytic function 1/Si(W) and can be expanded as 

1/Si(W) = 1/Si(Wr + ~E = i /2) ~ 1/Si(Wr) + ~E- ii'/2) ~W(l/Si(v!))W = Wr (5.27) 

l/Si(I-I) = 1/K cot y(vJ) = (1/K) tan y(W) (5.28) 

(d/dW)(l/Si(W)) = (l/K)sec2 y(W) .. dy/dW (5o29) 

Therefore 1/Si(W) = 1 tan y(Wr) + (t;E - j£) sec2 y(Wr) (~)W _ W . (5o30) 
.. . K 2 dW ·- r 

but y(ltJr) =- n 'f1' 

so tan y(Wr) = 0 

sec2y(Wr:) = 1 

K 

We define D* analogously to FPW by the expression 

dy / dw = d~/ dW = 1f /D* 

.. 

It is to be expected that D* will.be of the same order of magnitude 

as D~ the level spacing, an expectation which is well borne out by 

ex~erimental data on neutron resonanceso 

Then we have the final expression 

[1/Si (W))tt= a (5.33) 

be The external solutione 

For the external solution to be joined ~e need the coulomb wave 

function representing the outgoing waveo 



The externa:l radial wave function X =.rrf{Jmust satisfy the Schrodinger 

equation belm..,rg 

d2X/dr2 + (k2 - 2mB 11 a/r) X = 0 
~ 

where k is the wave number at infinity, 

B is th~ barrier height and a is the nuclear radius. 

~~king the substitutions x = kr 

~J + (1 - f3/x)X = 0 

f3 = 2mBa 
1\2k, 

we have 

Preston31 has obtained an approximate solution for the outgoing 

wave function by using the method of steepest descents to approximate 
' ' 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

the contour integral expression66 for one of the solutions to the confluent 

hypergeometric equation 

~ 
Cbc~- + 

(I 
··' 

( 1 - f3/x ) y = 0 

- #f.. ).~ 
e e 

(5.38) 

{5o39) 

We use for the logarithmic derivative the expression67 derived by Preston 

(5.40) 

where k is the wave number at infinity 

k = f (2M E)Ya . 

a. = Q"['_C cos C:a:/B ) l/ 2 
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W =arc cos(E/B)l/2 - (1 - E/B)l/2* 
(E/B)l/2 

I 
SoCW) 

Neglecting e - 4Wwi th respect to 1, since it is of order 10-40 

ive obtain 

nso(w)l:,.. - J..oot a (l + ie - 2"') 

C~ Final solution for ~E and !'. 

Equating now the reciprocals of the logarithmic derivatives 

at the nuclear radius we have , -~W - ± cot~ (I t- .~J e 15.43) --
Equating the real and imaginary parts we have 

(5.44) 

and 

r = li ~ (co:t ~-2W (5.45) 
k "fr 

or'(=! 2D* (cot a) e-2w (5.46) 
·· k «n 

If we let U be the potential energy of the alpha particle just 

inside the nuclear radius we can write K = ~ M(E-U) )
112 /1i 

k = (2~)1/2;-n_ ; 

cot a = c ot arc cos(E/B)1/ 2 = ~A.B-El) 1/2 

so '( = [E~U]l/2 ~r (~-~ )1/2 e -2 W 

*Note thattuis the same as Bethe 1s68 C = g~rom the WKB approx., as 

used in Table VII calculations. 



r = ~ (E-u)l/2 
'1711 \B-E 

~2W e (5.47)* 

Equation (5944) for ~E is of no particular interest. It merely 

indicates that the resonance energy is lower for the finite repulsive 

potential than for the infinite potential outside the nucleuso This is 

as one should expect, the wave function that· is the less confined 

corresponding to the lower energy eigenvalueo 

The formula for (can be used if values for U and D* are estimatedo 

There is no easy way to determine Uo One might think of U as roughly 

the difference between the potential experienced by nucleons in the 

nucleus and the potential experienced by nucleons in an alpha particleo 

The former potential has been estimated from the nuclear model of a 

degenerate Fermi gas as approximately the sum of the Fermi energy and the 

nucleon binding energy or ~28 Mevo The potential of nucleons in an alpha 
I. 

particle might be of the same order of magnitude or a little lesso Thus 

we would estimate U as zero potential (referred to zero potential at 

infinity), as Biswas and Patro and py59 have, in effect, doneo 

* Equation (5o47) can be easily extended to include emission by even

even nuclei of alpha particles with angular momentum (J) O)o The 

derivation, not given here~ is straightforward and makes use of Preston's31 

equation B.3 for the logarithmic derivative of the coulomb wave functions 

vlith J.) Oo We haveg ~ 

2 D*:( E - U ] e ~ =-.rn B-E . OR 
-.i.W 

e (5o47a) 

where Qk is a function of tan a and Ro Q0 = 1. ~ is always less 

than one and c ecreases with increasing .J,. Preston gives explicit expressions 
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D* should be comparable to D, the average level spacing for the 

alpha emitting nucleus of levels capable of emitting S wave alpha particles 

to give the same residual nuclide as the alpha transition being considered; 

that is, D should be the level spacing between nuclear states of t ...., O, 
i":' 

even& On the case of ordinary_alpha emission from unexcited nuclei D 

would be just the excitation energy of the first I = O, even, excited statee 

Now, alpha emission from low lying excited states of nuclei is experimentally 

generally unobservable due to the rapid competing transitions by gamma 

emission. However, the spacing between alpha fine structure groups of the 

alpha decay parent of the alpha emitter.under consideration should give 

information concerning DQ In determining average level spacing from alpha 

fine structure one ·should admit only groups of S-wave alpha particles, those 

giving rise to alpha decay daughter states with zero total ·angular momentum 

( 11 spin'.' ) and even parity, l:i.ke the ground states of the even-even nuc] ei .. 

Unf'ortunately 9 little is now known of the spectroscopic assignments of the 

nuclear excited states following alpha emission in the even-even alpha 

emitters. Baling, Feld 9 and Halpern69 by a study of the alpha-gamma angular 

correlation in decay of Th228 ~ind. evidence that the shorter range alpha 

particle emissi.on gives rise to an intermediate state of total angular 

momentum 2e In fact, for any even=even fine structure group for which a 

single gamma emission to the ground state is observed it can ~e stated that 

the alpha group going to the excited state is not S wave, for the 0 > 0 

single gamma transition is strictly forbiddene Thusp we know that most of 

the excited states arising from alpha decay .fine structure of even-even 

type alpha emitters do not have I ~ 0, even parity. Whether any of the 

excited states now known have I = O, even, is an unanswered question, as yete 
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The fact that alpha decay groups l~ading to spin zero levels are not 

observed allows a rough lower limit of 300 kev to be set on the energies 

of first excited spin zero, even parity states of even=even alpha emitterso 

Let us apply the new decay formula (5e47) to the alpha decay calculations 

of Table VII~ based on Jungermannvs radius value for Th232. In the last 

two columns of Table VII the ·energy dependent part in the coefficient of 

decay fo:r."!llUla (5o47) is divided out of f o The last column should be 

proporti.onal only to D* o · The average of log ro in the last column for the 

23 alpha emitters with N > 126 is 19ol0 ± Ool4~ corresponding to a value 

for D* of 13 .. 1 kev 9 where we define (0 by tha equation 

v _ 2D*" 
vo- -

~1\ 

The averageD* of l3ol kevris much smaller than the experimental 

lower limit of about 300 kevo In agreement with the experimental limit is 

the 400 kev value of D* corresponding to the higher frequency factor of 

Preston 9s one=body formulao 

Thus 9 the new decay fornmla (~ many-body treatment) favors the one~body 

decay expressions over the older many body expressionso The disagreement 

\-Jith the correlation here based on the Jungermann radius may mean the new 

decay formula is not applicable~* or more likely it may mean the effective 

nuclear radiUs for the low energy alpha particles of alpha decay is less 

by around 6% than the radius for the'alpha particles.of about the energy 

* The disagreement between D* and D may be fundamental~ indicating that 

the function y(W) defined'in equation (5 .. 24) 9 although necessarily a 

monotonically increasing function of w~ increases much more rapidly in the 

energy region near the groi.md state than its. average increase between· the 

grotind state and the ffrst excited state with I = Os eveno Equation (5o47) 

is formally correct, but its usefulness rests on the knowledge or assumption 

of a value for D* or a relation between D and D*o 
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of the top of the potential barrier. The nuclear radius effective for 

these higher energy alpha particles is measured by the excitation function. 

The radius difference is c~rt~iinly not unreasonable, for nuclear forces 

are not of infinitely short range as in the idealized square well potential 

assumed for the calculations. 

It is not yet possible to judge which of the several alpha decay 

expressions in the literature most nearly represent the physical truth, 

but it is to be hoped that further information on spins and parities of 

excited states of alpha emitters will afford a real opportunity to deter

mine what, if any, relationship th(;~re is between alpha decay 'rate and 

level spacings. Perhaps, through this new avenue of approach the true 

nature of alpha decay can more fully be understood. 

Since the "probability of formation 11 of the alpha particle does not 

enter into the FPW type formulation, ~ne might hope _to extend this type 

of treatment to the odd nucleon number nuclides with their irregularly 

hindered alpha decaye Roughly, one might associate the hindrance in odd 

nucleon types with the_ greater density of levels, or smaller level spacing. 

A quantitative formulation will probably be quite involved, in general, 

for nuclides with I-/: o. At present not enough spectroscopic state 

assignments of excited levels have been made to provide a test of such 

a theoryo Its fornmlation 1dll not be attempted here. 

Other many body processes may also eventually find useful expression 

by FPW type treatments giving decay rates proportional to leyel spacings. 

In particular, the spontaneous fission process and alpha emission by 

excited nuclear states formed by thermal neutron capture might find 

better expression by such treatment than by the simple liquid drop or 

the simple one body formulations. 
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APPENDIX IG 

Methods of Investigation of Properties of Alpha Active Nuclides 

1. Alpha Par~~~--Alpha particle energies were obtained by 

measuring the amount of ionization produced in an ionization chamber filled 

~~th purified argons Pulse height measurements were made by using the 

48-channel differential pulse height analyzer described by Ghiorso et al.15 

The pUlse height of the unkno~~ alpha activity was measured, and alpha 

activity standards of known alpha energy were also measured for comparison. 

The unknown alpha energy was determined by linear interpolation or extra-

polation from the standardso The linear dependence of total ionization in 

pure argon gas on alpha particle energy over a wide range of energy has 

been shown by Jesse, Forstat, and Sadauskiso 70 

Figure 12 illustrates the use of the pulse generator comparison 

technique for determination of alpha energieso The pulse heights of unknown 

and energy standard alpha emitters were matched with the output of a pulse 

generator and the output potentiometer setting on the pulse generator 

recorded for eache. The height of pulses from the generator was known to 

be exactly proportional to the potentiometer setting. The plot of potentio-

meter readings against alpha particle energies was made using the values 

from the alpha energy standards, and a straight line through these pojnts 

and the origin was dravme The unkno~rn alpha particle energies could be 

read opposite their potentiometer·settings from the straight line plot. 

For obtaining the best possible alpha energy measurements thin, 

uniform samples were often prepared by vaporization in vacuo of the alpha 

active material from a tungsten filament at white heat to a nearby platinum 

plate., 
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2c Half=life of Activity-~Half~life measurements were usually made 

by the conventional method of plotting the ~ogarithm of the counting rate 

against time, vli th the half-life being determined from the slope of the 

straight line plot, after subtraction of contributions from other activities 

and from general backgrounde This method was used in this work for the 

determination of half~lives ranging from 4 minutes to 24 dayso The method 

is of course, not applicable for the determination of extremely long half

livese The best determinations of half~lives of alpha activities~ where 

more than one activity was present in a sample, were made by plotting on 

the decay curve the integrated counting rates as determined from the total 

counts in a peak on the pulse analysis curveso Thus, with a complete or 

partial resolution of one activity from the others in the same sample,-less 

uncertainty was introduced into the half-life determination by the sub~ 

traction of background activitieso 

In the work reported here it is not possible to rule out from experi

mental evidence alone the possibility that some of the activities are of 

the delayed alpha emitter type, examples of which are the familiar beta 

emitter Li8 and the positron emitters B8, N12 , and Na20
9 discovered by 

Alvarez. 71 Theoretical considerations concerning alpha decay rates as a 

function of decay energy make it highly unlikely that any of the medium 

heavy element alpha emitters to be reported in this paper are of the 

delayed alpha emitter typeo The observed half-lives in decay of these 

activities are thus presumed to be the true half~lives of the alpha active 

nuclides and not those of parent activitieso 

3e Atomic Number of Alpha Active Nuclidee--The determinations of 

atomic number were made, by chemical means in the case of all activities 



where chemical separations could be made in a length of time comparable to 

the half=livese For activities w:ith half~lives too short to permit chemical 

element assignments it was necessary to resort to the physical arguments 

already given concerning the appearance or nonappearance of the activity in 

bombardments of different target materialse 

Element assignments by chemical means were accomplished by making 

chemical separations on the bombarded material_and observing in which chemical 

fraction the activity of interest appeared., By making adequate chemical 

separations the activity could be assigned to a single chemical element. 

It should be mentioned that such chemical assignments of atomic number 

do not necessarily determine the atomic number of the alpha active nuclidee 

The possibility always exists as mentioned in Appendix I.,2 that the activity 

of interest is a short=lived activity in equilibrium with a longer-lived 

parent activity., In this case the activity' of interest would appeR.r in the 

chemical fraction of the longer"'lived parent., Again it can only be said 

that theoretical alpha decay half=life considerations make it unlikely 

that such be the situation with any of the alpha emitters.to be reported in 

this papero 

The rare earth elements (lanthanum through lutetium) present a special 

problem in chemical separation from one another, since they are very similar 

.in chemical behavior0 

The necessity of using thin samples for alpha counting and alpha 

energy measurement places a restriction on the amount of carrier material 

which may be added for the purpose of facilitating _radiochemical separa

tions., . The cation exchange resin column separations to be mentioned 

below easily meet these requirements since no added carrier is required. 
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The separation of the individ~l rare earth elements in small amounts 

:tn the work re~orted here was usually made by elution from cation exchange 

resin columnso Dowex-50 resin72 (spherical fines) in the ammonium form 

was used exclusively in the columnso The eiuting solutions of citric acid= 

arr@onium citrate were always Oo25 ~in total citrate with 1 g/1. phenol 

added to prevent the grovrth of moldo Most of the separations were made in 

a jacketed column maintained at The apparatus 

and techniques employed in the column separations at elevated temperatures 

have been described in detail in a recent articleD 14 ~fuere speed in 

separation w~s unnecessary~ the elutions were sometimes made at room temp~ 

erature at a slower flow rate as described by '\tJilkinson and Hicks" 73 

Before several column separations small amounts of various rare earth 

elements were addedj in order that positive chemical identification of 

elution peaks could later be made by spectrographic analysiso 

E1rropium and gadolinium are not satisfactorily separated from one 

another by the cation exchange separati.ons of the type described above. 

A sodium amalgam reduction procedure was employed as a means of effecting 

their separationo · The zinc amalgam procedure described by Wilkinson and·· 

Hicks73 for europium reduction was found to give extremely low yields 

unless europium carrier material was added in amounts too large for good 

alpha countingo However, the sodium amalgam procedure described here was 

found to give a good yield of carrier free europium activitye The reduction 

potential is sufficient to reduce samarium into the amalgam phase in low 

yield, and thus cannot be used effectively as the basis of a separation of 

europium from samarium~ This procedure is essentially that used by Newton 

and Ballou for separation of samarium and europium fission products from 

other rare earthso74 
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Amalgam Procedure~ Dissolve the europium oxide or hydroxide (not 

more. than 10 mgm) in a minimum of hydrochloric acido Dilute the solution 

to 15 ml with water~ and add ten drops of glacial acetic acido To the 

solution in a. separatory funnel add 4 ~1 of Oo5 percent sodium amalgam., 

Shake for fbre seconds and transfer. the amalgam layer to a second separatory 

funnelc:ontaining 30 ml of watero Again shake and transfer to a third 

ftL~nel containing 30 ml of watero Finally, shake and transfer to a fourth 

fun,."lel containiil.g 20 ml 2 l'! HClo After the evolution of hydrogen has ceased, 

the europium fraction can be recovered by hydroxide precipitation of the 

aqueous phase in the fourth funnel 9 while the gadolinium can.be recovered 

from the aqueous phase in the first funneL 

The radioactive mercury fraction was·separated from the bombarded gold 

leaf by volatilization~ within a special steel chamber the gold was heated 

strongly under a platinum plate~ which was cooled on the back by circulating 

.watero The mercury condensed on the platinum plateo 

A gold fraction was isolated from the gold or platinum targets by 

dissolving these metal targets in hot~ concentrated aqua regia, diluting 

the solutions to about 6 l'! in acid and extracting the gold chloride into 

ethyl acetate, which was then washed once or twice with 2 E HCl., The 

gold was recovered by evaporating the ethyl acetate solution or1 a platinum 

plateo 

4o :t'Ja.ss Number~'"' Determinations .of mass number of the alpha active 

nuclides studied in this investigation were made by two methods~ (a) 

Deduction from production yields of activity as a function of energy of 

bombardment (excitation functions), and (b) mass spectrographic isotope 

separation with detection of alpha activity by nuclear emulsion transfer 
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platee57 A third method of mass assignment, the deduction from observation 

of daughter activities of known mass number 9 did not facilitate any mass 

assignments of the alpha activities reported hereo 

For the alpha active i.sotopes vJi thin a fe>-r mass numbers of the naturally 

occurring isotopes the first method proved most conveniente 

Alpha particle bombardment excitation functions were determined by 

60-inch cyclotron bombardments us:i.ng a 11 stacked foil 11 technique., A series 

of 0.00025 inch platinumenvelopes, each containing 0.,1 mgm of samarium 

oxide were bombarded~ one behind the other in the special water cooled 

interceptor referred to in section ILAo .The alpha particle energy bam~ 

bar4ing each oxide sample was calculated from the initial energy and the 

thickness of absorbing material before the samplee The nuclear reaction 

by which a given activity is formed can often be determined by estimation 

of the energetic thresholdo The Gdl48 mass assignment was made in this 

~anner (cfe Section III Bl)o 

For isotopes many mass numbers away from beta stability, mass assign

ments cannot usually be made with certainty on the basis of excitation 

functions alone, although mass number limits can be set., 

A mass spectrographic technique was used for the mass assignment of 

the Tbl49 alpha activitye This technique is described in the report27 by 

the author in collaboration with Reynolds and Thompson on the mass assign

ment of the Tt149 and sml47 alpha activities., The mass spectrograhic 

technique as applied to Tbl49 is limited to activiti~s of at least several 

hours half=life that can be produced in relatively large amounts. 

5e Other. Modes of Decay.,=-Since the alpha active nuclides studied 

here all lie to the neutron-deficient side of beta stability, it seems 
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certain that all (with the exception of Gdl50 and possibly Gdl48) \-.rill 

undergo decay by orbital electron capture, and some of the nuclnes may 

exhibit positron emission alsoo These decay processes give rise to electron 

and electromagnetic radiation, referred to collectively as beta~gamma 

activi.tyo 

The beta=gamma radiations were studied by standard techniques using 

argon=filled or xenon=filled Geiger counters, a windowless methane-filled 

proportional counter 9 and. a small beta ray spectrometer of low resolutiono 

Counting through various absorbers was done to give information on energies 

and relative abundances of various components of b<=>ta-gamma. radiationso 
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Correction to Alpha Decay Energy from Electron Screening 

Recently Ambrosino and Piatier40 have pointed out that it is not quite 

correct to use the observed alpha decay energy (alpha particle energy plus 

recoi.l energy) in the barrier penetration expressions relating alpha 

decay energies with decay rates~ . The presence of the electron cloud about 

the nuclei undergoing alpha decay necessitates the application of correction 

terms .. 

F1.rstly 9 they reasons ·one should use in decay expressions the energy 

release of .the nuclear alpha emission pro~ess itself. The conservation 

of energy demands that the nuclear process m11st have a decay energy exceed-

ing that observed in the laboratory (by alpha particle energy measurements 

or by calorimetrj_c measurements) by, at least the difference in total binding 

energy .of the orbital electrons to the parent and to the daughter nuclei. 

This correction could be calculated by adding the term values· for all the 

orbital electrons in the two nuclei and taking the difference, or it 

could be estimated from the expression for total electron binding energy 

calculated from the FermJ.-Thomas 75 model (W = 20o83 z7
/.3 ev76).. The 

eorrection amounts to about 40 kev in the case of the uranium - thorium 

differencee (36 kev by the estimate of Ambrosino and Piatier.) 

In addition to this correction, Ambrosino and Piatier point out that 

a further correet].on to the decay energy must be made by considering the 

amot1nt by which the effective·nuclear potential barrier for alpha particles 

is lowered by the presence of the cloud of negatively chArged orbital 

electrons., Fo:r es'timation of this e~fect they use the Fermi-Thomas model 

series approx:tmatio:n7? to the electrostatic potential of a nucleus surrounded 
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'by its electron cloud and consider the lowering of the potential at the 

nuclear radius to· constitute a second correction to the alpha decay energy 

to be added. to the firsto The magnitude of this correction is estimated 

for the uranium= thorium.difference to be 38 kev, the value of the second 

term in the ser:l.es expans:i.on of the potential energy of a doubly charged 

particle :'Ln t'br>electrosta.tic field of a _nuclide., 

V(!") ::o .. ~4 (1 + Bx + ~ x3/2 ~ ~x5/2 + oeo) 

(energy units) 

'where X == n1f, P= 32/3 h2/213/31'f 4/3 me2zl/3, 

y = 2l3/3 1'(4/3 me3z4/3/J2/ 3 h2, and B = -1..589o 

The terms after the second WGre found to be negligible at the nuclear 

radius distanceo 

nuclear potent:i.al o 

(The first term is the uncorrected pure coulombic 

The second term 2eBY·= 97Q4Z4/3 kev.) 

lJhile the author agrees. that a correction term ·at least as large as. 

the first-mentioned correction must certainly be made, it does not seem 

permissible to add to this the correction from the second term in the 

series expansion of Eqr.to (A2ol)., That the addition of both these corrections 

amounts virtually to correcting twice for the same effect has been recently 

demonstrated in unpublished work of Serber and Snyder.,78 

The duplication of the two corrections is also evident from Foldy's 

sped..al application of a theorem due to F~ynmano 80 

That it would be i.ncorrect to make both corrections can be seen from 

the following arguments g the energy release·· of the nuclear process itself 

can be calculated by simple consideration of the conservation of energy 

as outHned for the.first correction~ Strictly speaking, the difference 

in total electron bi.nding en8rgies before and after alpha decay should 



be added to the total energy released in the laboratory to obtain the energy 

release of the nuclear processo This total energy would comprise the alpha 

particle energy, recoil energy, and any excitation energy of the electron 

cloud about the residual nucleuso 

The problem of ionization-of. atoms in_alpha decay has been treated 

theoretically by MigdaloBl From his results it seems unlikely that the 

average energy of electronic excitation-following·alpha decay will be great 

enough to affect significantly .the alpha decay calculationso 

Now, ~he question is askeds how much is the effective nuclear potential 

barrier lowered by the presence of the electron cloud?.. Clearly, any charge 

density lying outside the nucleus cannot affect the potential barrier effective 

· ·fbr the escaping alpha particle except. insofar as that . external charge density 

mightdeviate from spherical symmetry and induce a polarization of the nuclear 

charge. Such a polarization induced by the electron cloud is certainly 

negligible in this problem. Any electron charge density lying vdthin the 

nuclear volume would, on the other.hand, lower the nuciear potential barrier 

by decreasing the effective nuclear charge. The magnitude of this latter 

effect can be estimated for m~rcury (Z = 80)using the relativistic expression 

of Racah82 for the K elect.ron density near the nucleus. The probability 

of a K electron being w~thin the nucleus. is about lo-8. Considering all 

the orbital electrons the reduction in nuclear charge will be of the order 

of 10=? electronic charge, which will lower the barrier for alpha particles 

by only 0.03 ev, a negligible·amount. 

The second term in equation (A2.l).thus does not represent an estimate 

of the barrier lowering due. to electronic charge within the nucleus but is 
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a constant potential· term independent of r, n~erically fixed by the ar bi tre.ry 

assjgnment of zero for the electrostatic potential at infinite distanceo The 

lowering of the potential barrier by electronic charge within the nucleus 

would be estimated by the Fermi-Thomas model from the series terms fol~owing 

the second, a negligible amount at the nuclear radius. 

It is interesting, though, to note that it is no coincidence that the 

second term of equation (A2el) is nearly equal to the first correction. This 

relation is most readily seen by considering the correction term in the two 

extreme cases of orbital electron interaction in the alpha decay_processe 

First, if the velocity of the alpha particle were much less than the 

average velocities of the orbital electrons, then presumably the electron 

wave functions would smoothly rearrange (adiabatic case) as the alpha particle 

was escaping, the electrons of the residual nuclide would be left unexcited, 

and the alpha particle and recoil '\o.rould carry off the energy of the nuclear 

process less the differehce in total electron bindirg energies as kinetic 

energye Ambrosino and Piatier's first correction would be appropriate. 

On the other hand, if the velocity of the alpha particle.were much 

greater thanthe average velocities of the orbital electrons, it would be 

appropriate to use the sudden approximation, i.e., that the alpha particle 

completely escapes before any rearrangement of electronic wave fUnctions 

occurs. In this case the final kinetic energy of the alpha particle and 

recoil nuclide would be that of the nuclear process less the difference in 

electron binding energies less some amount of electronic excitation energy 

of the recoii nuclide. The decay energy of the nuclear process could then 

be calculated from the observed alpha particle energy by noting that the 

alpha decay took place within the electron cloud of the parent nucleus in 

,. 
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a region at a potential 38 kev (for uranium) lower than that in the absence 

of the electron cloudo The alpha ~ecay energy of the nuclear process must 

than have been just·38 kev greater than the energy of alpha particle plus 

recoil nuclideo 

The work required to decrease the total binding energy of the electrons 

·(as considered in the.first corr.edtion term) is done by the alpha particle in 

moving from the center of the electron cloud to infinity against the attractive 

coulombic forces between,electrons and alpha particle.(as considered in the 

second correction term)o 

Neither the adiabatic nor the sudden approximation is entirely applicable 

to alpha decay9 for the average velocities of the more tightly bound electrons 

.ih·a.heavy nucleus are greater than thevelocity of emission of the alpha 

-par:ti.cleo Since alpha· particle,energies are generally determined by estiiliating 

the maximum energy of emission rather than the average, the electronic 

· excitation energy should be of less concern., The correction to be added to 

the maximum alpha decay energy observed should be very nearly the first 

correction, the change in total electron binding energy in the alpha decay 

processo 

In view of the above considerations, the first of the two corrections 

has alone been used for the calculations of alpha decay rate in this papero 

The correction made :was:estimated from the total electron bindi,ng energy 

given by the Fermi~Thomas model but :with the change that the coefficient 
83 . . 

from experimental data rather than·the theoretical 20,83 value was 

used., The total binding energy is then W = 15o6 z?/3 kev" The screening 

correction term used is twice the derivative of W with respect to Z evaluated 

at z - lo 
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Eqn. (4.6) 

Since the time that the alpha decay rate calculations of Tables III 

and VII were made, using the energy correction of equation (4.6), there have 

come to the author's attention the calculations by Dickinso~4of the potential 

at the nucleus due to orbital electrons. It will be shown below that the 

difference in total electron binding energies between a nucleus of charge Z 

and one of Z - 2 is very nearly equal to the potential energy due to orbital 

electrons of a doubly charged particle 

Foldy 9s 79 equation (2) states 

at the center of the electron cloud. 

. ZJ 
EB(Z) - EB(Z - 1) = eV(Z )dZ + Iz, 

z - 1 

where Iz is the first ionization potential of the atom of atomic number z • 

. V(Z) is the potential due to the electrons, considered as a smooth function 

of z. 
Eg is the total electron binding energy. Z is considered a continuous 

variableo 

From the nonrelativistic Hartree calculations of Dickinson, Foldy finds 

the relation 

eV ,., (12/5)z7/5 R (A 2.2) 

where R is the Rydberg constant, corresponding to an energy of 13.6 ev. 

Making an approximate relativistic correction in the manner suggestea by 

Dickinson,84 the expression 

(A 2.3) 

is obtained. 

To derive the desired quantity 
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write .from Foldy?s equation (2) b,E = ~(Z) ~ E13(Z - 2) ~ Iz - Iz..;.t 

=fz · eV~)d'¥ 
z - 2 

. f . • 

(A 2o4) 

then are expanded in a Taylor series about 

Z - 1 and subtracted to give 

t;E ~ 2 r h r~ V ~~] . + 
~ 0 ~'A2-I 

but differentiation with respect to the upper limit of the definite integral 

gives ;h 1~ v d~ - e.. Vcz) 

and d-s r~ Vd~ = 6~ e V(r) 

Substituting (A 2o6) into (A 2Q5) 

t~E ~ eV(Z-1) + t 
The second term of 

~ .. e V(':) = 

[d·~ eV(~il ~ ~-1 

(A 2s?) is evaluated using (A 2o4) 

lf [i · f ,-t+ 7.15·/(;-'i· If~~] R 
-~ . I 

: I~ (Z-1) ~ +- 0. OOiq (Z-1) 

(A 2o7) 

(A 2.,8) 

(ev> 
Finally, combining (A 2.,4), (A 2o7) and (A 2s8), we write (A 2o9) 

~ 3 7/5 
EB(Z) - EB(Z - 2) ~ 2eV(Z = 1) + Iz + Iz ... l + 36(Z~l) "5+ 0,0038(Z-l) ' 

Iz and Iz _ 1 are of the order of 5 ev eacho The last two terms in 

(A 2o9) for uranium with Z = 92 are equal to 2o4 ev and 2Ql ev, respectivelyQ 

Then it is proved that for the alpha screening correction the terms after 

the first are negligible~ bei.ng about 15 ev as compared to the first term 

of 38 kev (for uranium)o 
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Figure 18 is a log-log plot which enables one to read the screening 

energy correction to be made to the alpha decay energy of a nuclide of 
.. , 

atomic number Zo The nonrelativistic curve plots energy values just twice 

those in Dickinson's84 Table IIo The upper curve makes the approximate 

relativistic correction in the manner suggested by Dickinson. The upper 

curve is the best present estimate for the screening correction. These 

values of the correction are somewhat higherthan the values from equation 

(4e9) used for the calculations of Tables III and VII, but the difference 

is less than the usual experimental error in determination of alpha particle 

energieso 
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Appendix III. 

, Table of y(y) for Alpha Decay Ra.te Calculations 

An exponential factor appears in the alpha particle penetrati?n factor 

expressions of Bethe56 (by the WKB method) and Preston31 (derived by a 

method of steepest descents)o This exponential factor is, in the notation 

of Bethe,56 

P = e-2g Y (x) (A 3.1) 

where 

g = (4MZe2R)112; , independent of decay energy, 

Y(x) = arc cos xl/2 _ (l _ x)l/2 
xl/2 

x = E/B 

E = Total nuclear alpha decay energy 

B = The "potential barrier height" = 2Ze2 
R 

M = Reduced mass of alpha particle 

R = Effective nuclear penetration radius 

(A 3.2) 

(A 3.3) 

(A 3.4) 

' 

e = The electrostatic unit charge 

Bethe56 P:r:'esents a graph of the function Y(x) VSo X. For precise 

alpha decay calculations.it is desirable to have a table of this function 

giving Y to greater accuracy than it can be read from the graph. Hence, 

the following table was preparedo 

A change of variable has been made to facilitate calculation. If the 

substitution 

(A 3. 5) 

is made in (A 3.3), the following expression is obtained: 
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y(y) -- arc sin y . _ y 
(1 -·y2)1/2 

• 
For the compilation of the table values of arc sin y were taken from 

.the Table of arc sin x of the Ne~ York vWA85.and values of (1- y2)1/ 2 were 

taken (as. P1
1(x)) from the Tables of Legendre Associated Functions of 

Mursio86 

y(y) is given to five decimal places for the range in y of 0.750 

(oOOl) Oo946~ and values of the first difference are also tabulated. 
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TABLE OF y(y) 

Y=Yl-~ 

where x = E/B 

.... , . 
·.··:::•! 

y y(y) 01 y y(y) d1 

0.750 0.53215 0.00350 0.790 0.69556 o.oo48n 1 Oa53565 352 1 0.70036 485 2 0.53917 355 2 0.70521 488 
3 0 .. 54272 357 3 0.71009 493 
4 0.54629 361 ·4 0.71502 497 
5 0.54990 363 5 0.71999 501 
6 0.55353 366 6 0.72500 "06 
7 0.55719' 368 7 0.73006 510 
8 Oo56087 37?. e 0.73516 514 
9 6.56459 374 9 0 .. 74030 519 

0.760 Oo56833 377 o.8oo 0.74549 524 
1 0 .. 57210 380 1 0.75073 528 
2 0.57590 383 2 0 .. 75601 533 
3 0.57973 386 3 0~76134 537 4' Oa58J59 389 4 Oa76671 543 
5 Oo58748 392 5 0.77214 547 
6 0.59140 396 6 0.77761 552 
7 0.59536 398 7 0.78313 557 
8 Oa59934 401 8 o. 78870 563 

.9 0.60335 405 9 0.79433 567 
0.770 0.60740 408 0.810 Oa80000 572 

1 0.61148 411 1 0.80572 578 
2 0.61559 414 2 Oa81150 584 
3 Oo61973 418 3 0.81734 588 
4 . 0.62391 421 4 0"82322 594 
5 0.,62812 424 5 0.82916 600 
6 ·0.63236 428 6 0.83516 605 
7 Oe63664 431 7 0.84121 611 
8 0.64095 435 8 0.84732 617 
9 0.64530 438 9 0.85349 623, 

Oo780 0.64968 442 0.820 0.85972 629 
1 0.65410 446 1 Oa86601 635 
2 0.65856 449 2 0.87236 64" 
3 0.66305 453 3 0.87876 647 
4 Oo66758 457 4 Oo88523 654 
5 0.67215 460 5 0.89177 660 
6 0.67675 465 6 0.89837 666 
7 Oo68140 468 7 0.90503 673 
8 Oa68608 472 8 0.91176 679 
9 0.69080 476 9 Oa91855 687 
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y y(y) dl y y(y) dl 

Oe870 1.27014 0.01084 0.830 Oo92542 
o.oo69~ 1 .. .1.28098- 098 

., 0.93235 ' 700 2' 1.29196 112 

..L 

2 0 .. 93935 707 .3 . 1.30308 127 3 Oo94642 715 4 1.31435 140' 4 0.,95357 722 '5 . . 1.32575 156 5 ·oe96079 729 6 1.33731 171 6 Oo96808 737 7 1.34902 187 7 0.97545 744 -8 ·1.36089 202 8 0.,98289 753 9 1.,37291 219 - 9 Oo99042 760 08 880 1.38510 235 0~840 0.99802 768 1 1.39745 252 1 1.00570 776 2 1 .. 40997 269 2 1o01346 785 3 1.42266 287 3 1..02131 793 4 1.43553 ' 305 4 1.02924 80J. 5 1.44858 323 5 lo03725 810 6 1.46181 342 
6 L04535, 819 7 1..47523 362 7 lo05354 828 8 1.48885 381 8 1 .. 06182 838 9 1.50266 401 1 .. 07020 ' 

1.51667 
9 846 0.890 421 0.850 1..07866 856 1 1.53088 443 
1 1.,08722 865 2 1.54531 464 
2 lo09587 876 3 1.55995 487 3 lo10463 885 4 1.57482 508 4 1.11348 895 5 1.58990 532 5 1cl2243 905 6 1.60522 

556 
6 1 .. 13148 916 7 1.62078 580 7 1.14Q64 927 8 1.63658 604 
8 1o14991 938 9 1.65262 . 631 9 lo15929 948 0.900 1.66893 656 0,.860 lo16877 959 1 1.68549 683 1 1~17837 971 2 1.70232 711 2 1~18808 983 3 1. 71943. 739 3 1.,19791 994 4• 1..73682 

767 
4 1..20785 0.01007 5 1.75449 798 5 1.,21792 019 6 1.. 77247 828 6 1..22811 031 

7 1.79075 859 7 1 .. 23842 045 a· 1o80934' 892 8 1.24887 057 9 1.82826 924 9 1.,25944 070 Oo910 1.84750 959 0.870 1 .. 27014 o.o1oe4 
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y y(y) J1 

0.910 1.84750 0.01959 
c 

.1 1.86709 . 
994 2 1.88703 0.02029 3'· . 1o90732 067 4 1.92799 104 5 1.94903 145 6 1.97048 185 7 1.99233 226 ·8 2.01459 269 9 '·12.03728 314 Oo920 2.06042 359 1· ·2~08401 . 
407 2 2.10808 455 . 3 2.13263 505 4 2.15768 558 ' 5 • 2.18326 611 6 2.20937 667 7 2.23604 724 8 2.26328 784 9 ' 2o29112 846 0.930. 2.31958 911 1 2.34867 976 2 2d7843 0.03044 3 2.40887 116 4 2.44003 190 5 2.47193 266 6 2.50459 347 7 2.53806· 430 8 2.57236 517 9 2.60753 606 0.940 2.64359 701 1 ' 2;;68060 . 799 + 

2 2.71859 901 3 .. 2~ 75760 . 0.04008 4 2.79768 120 5 2.83888 237 6 20 88125 359 '" 

_, . ~· ' ' 
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SECTION OF ISOTOPE CHART 

e e e 
Dy Dy Dy 

66 7M 19M 2.3H 

a4.21 a4.06 a3.61 
a c 
Tbl49 Tb:~ 

65 4.1H 19H 
a 3.95 a3.44 

b e c 
Gd 

148 
Gd 

150 

64 long long 

AlOMIC a3.16 a 2.7 
e c e b c No. 
Eul44 145 Eul46 Eul4 Eu 149 Eu 

63 IBM 50 1.50 >500 

{J+2.5 K,e· 0.2 K,e0.4 
a 
sml45 

62 4100 
E.C. 
llO'Y 

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 

NEUTRON No. 

MU2267A 

Fig. 1 

Section of isotope chart showing the rare earth alpha emitters 

Mass number of dysprosium alpha emitters are not known 
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family of lines defined by the calculated 

energies from semiempiri:cal mass equation. 

-o- mass number certain. -x- mass number 

probable. -+- one of a few mass numbers. 
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Neutron binding energy differences vs. 

neutron number near g2. 
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The additive correction to the atomic 

alpha decay energy to obtain the nuclear 

alpha decay energy for decay rate cal-

culations. The correction is in kev vs. 

the atomic number minus one for the nucleus 

undergoing alpha decay. 




